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Cats in Toronto: 
The Staging of a Musical 

by Sandy Naiman 

D avid Taylor is standing in the back of an empty 
church hall, weary after a fruitless afternoon audi
tioning understudies. With less than 48 hours before 

the first day of Cats rehearsals with the Toronto company, he 
still needs three men. After more than 1,000 auditions from 
Vancouver to Montreal, still three more men. 

"Cats is the most difficult singing and dance show ever de
vised," he says, sighing. "Tougher even than West Side 
Story." 

It is cagey, after all, to become a cat. 
This is the fourth Cats production that director Taylor, 

musical director Stanley Labowsky and choreographer T. 
Michael Reed have mounted, but the first few days are still 
difficult-teaching 32 performers to become cat-like. 

And not the domestic cats you'd have as pets, but Jellicle 
cats-a breed you'll not find listed in any glossary of cats. 
They have all the archetypal cat characteristics: the playful 
mischievousness of Mungojerrie and Rumpleteazer; the de
ceit and shadiness of Macavity, the Mystery Cat. 

Yet there are the unrecognizable, un-cat-like qualities, too, 
like the sweet sentimentalism of Gus, the Theatre Cat, or the 
glitzy, conjuring magicianery of Mr. Mistoffelees. Very un
usual cats, indeed. Not exactly half-cat, half-human. But a 
peculiarly playful and, in the case of Grizabella, pathetic and 
passionate hybrid. 

The challenge of Cats spans every theatrical convention. 
First, every prop must be three-and-a-bit times life-size. The 
set is scaled up so the cats-and the audience-feel cat-size, 
or, if you like, the way Alice in Wonderland must have felt 
when she shrunk after drinking from the bottle labelled 
"Drink Me" . 

You walk into an alley, "a playground cum rubbish 
dump", as you enter the auditorium of the Elgin Theatre. It's 
littered with what looks like tons of the refuse of human exis
tence. You'll recognize everything-all the name-brands, all 
the household cast-offs-but from a cat's point of view. 
You'll feel like a cat in a cat's world, not like a human looking 
in and down. 

Gillian Lynne's choreography (from the parent Cats com
pany in London) is equally kaleidoscopic. Reed explains: "It's 
very unique. A combination of ballet, jazz and modern dance, 
all jumbled together. There's a tap number and a jazz number 
and a ballet number, but most of it is a combination. And the 
production works on so many levels. On kids and on 
adults." 

"But we have to emphasize [during the first days of rehear
sal] the difference between this show and the average musi
cal," Taylor says. "And that is, we're not creating characters, 
we're creating cats. Everything stems from the common de
nominator that this is not a human world, but a cat world." 

For the dancers the transition is gruelling. It grates against 
everything they've ever been taught. But the finished prod
uct, a cluster of eccentric, cat-like creatures who suggest a dis
tinct feline physicality, is quite subtle. 

An example: A cat stretches out stage-right, watching the 
activity in front of her, twitching her tail with her hand, to 
and fro, over her sleek, spandexed body. It's a relaxed, rhyth
mical movement. Undeniably languorous, as only a cat can 
be. Now, no cat is capable of such a manoeuvre-tail-in-paw 
twitching. But the image is unmistakably cat-like and, at the 
same time, superbly stylized. 

There are hundreds of these little cat-like idiosyncrasies, so 
cunningly choreographed into the action that you gradually 
take them for granted and believe them. 

In no other theatrical production is Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge's "willing suspension of disbelief' more crucial 
than in Cats. There are no cat costumes ( or what you would 
expect of cat costumes); instead, there are lavishly painted un
itards decorated with everything from beads and broom bris
tles and sequins to a variety of wools and other bits of bric-a
brac, and we are compelled to disbelieve and then believe 
agam. 

"Every audience comes in and asks, 'What is it going to 
be?' " Taylor says. " 'Are they going to be cats? Is there 
going to be a lot of meowing? Can you really make me be
lieve in a cat's world?' It's a crucial question in creating that 
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ness to disbelieve." 
a whole way of thinking about your body," says 

·'Dancers are used to thinking about the line of their 
. Used to being beautiful. And I ask them during those 

-- : :ew days of rehearsal to not be beautiful, but to be pagan, 
_ basic, to be primitive, to be ugly. 
· a k them to be as far away from what they normally 
· of themselves as they can. Not to create that line. And 

commitment, and they must not be intimidated by it. 
o c making them into cats. That's an important distinc

. But I want the sensuality, the tension, the quickness, the 
-::-hysicality that reminds you of a cat." 

Could See Them Now: 
t Would T.S. Eliot Think of Cats? 

· g the Broadway production, I couldn't help wondering 
T.S. Eliot would think ifhe could see how his cats had 
. The answer comes from Ruth Grogan, a professor of 

at York University, and from Peter Ackroyd, in his 
timely new biography, T .S. Eliot. 

ironies of Eliot's character and his nonsensical side are 
mirrored in Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats. Ezra 

had nicknamed Eliot "Old Possum" because, as Grogan 
'he liked to play dead, metaphorically speaking. He was 

ble, such a correct Englishman. Wyndham Lewis 
to say [Eliot] was disguised like Westminster Abbey. 

ough he was often perceived as a very unhappy man, 
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The stereotyped cat movements you might expect are ab
sent, too. No clawing or hissing. "And nobody ever says 
meow," says Labowsky. "We never approach the sound of a 
cat. There are quick changes in tempo. Andrew Lloyd Web
ber devised those, so they can sit still one moment and spring 
about the next." 

So the performers, during their six-week rehearsal period, 
unlearn being human and then learn to be silly, to make fools 
of themselves, to be frolicking, to be feline. "It's a challenge," 
says T aylor, "and in many ways it's more exciting than 
working on character and plot." 

But there is a strong plot to the fantasy, Labowsky ex-

very aloof and reserved, Old Pc>ss11111's Book of Practical Cats 
showed his playful side, the underside of his imagination, his 
comical side. He loved music hall and vaudeville and had quite 
an aural imagination. He loved crazy sounds. 

"Though he had no children of his own," Grogan explains, 
"he loved cats and probably wrote Practical Cats for the children 
of Sir Geoffrey Faber, of Faber & Faber Publishing, where he 
worked for many years." 

Eliot loved to play practical jokes and was quite witty-even 
silly-with his intimate friends. He loved to play roles himself, 
and many of those i;-oles are in Practical CaL<. 

"I think," concludes Grogan, "he'd have been delighted with 
Cats, the musical. After all, he wrote plays, attempted a popular 
art and tried to appeal to a popular audience. He was very in
volved in the theatre world." 
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plot which isn't linear and not even essential for the audience 
, to understand. But it's vital that we help the cast understand 

and focus on the emotional impact of this through-line, for 
the audience to be able to get emotionally involved." 

Cats is an unprecedented theatrical phenomenon, not just in 
Canada- where it's the most ambitious commercial theatre 
venture ever mounted- but in the world. You might say 
London's Really Useful Company parent production ha 
given birth to a litter of Cats, now playing in New York, Los 
Angeles, Chicago, Vienna, Budapest, Tokyo and, next sum
mer, in Sydney, Australia. 

Andrew Lloyd Webber, composer of Jesus Christ Superstar 
and Evita, began setting TS. Eliot's Old Possum's Book of Prac
tical Cats to music in late 1977. By 1980 he was considering 
his "settings", as he called them, for a possible concert anthol
ogy that could also be performed on television. 

Some of the pieces were performed in 1980 at the Sydmon
ton Festival. Valerie Eliot, the poet's widow, came to the 
concert and brought with her various unpublished verses by 
her husband, Among them was "Grizabella, the Glamour 
Cat", an eight-line verse fragment which so impressed Web
ber that he began to realize the real potential of his project . He 
has written that "the musical and dramatic images that this 

~ created for me made me feel that there was very much more 
g to the project than I had realized." 
~ "Grizabella", as Trevor Nunn Uoint artistic director of the 
-5 Royal Shakespeare Company) was to write, described "an in
::'E tensely recognizable character, with powerful human re-Todd Noel as Tumblebrutus. 

plains, though "it isn't apparent, and you don't have to un
derstand the connection. The through-line is that every year 
the Jellicle cats get together, and one of them will be reborn, 
will go to the Heaviside Layer. 

"And there are certain rituals and forms around that 
event-certain thing~ that are meant to happen, and certain 
unexpected things that happen. These are interruptions in a 

Rebirth of a Theatre 

Considering its unsightly disrepair and its dilapidated elegance, 
the Elgin is probably Toronto's most perfectly suited theatre to 
house Cats . 

For- like Grizabella. the Glamour Cat-its beauty and charm 
are still in evidence, and it is grimy, seedy and haunted with 
memories. As one cat sings of Grizabella, in a refrain that might 
well describe the Elgin, "You'd really ha' thought she'd ought 

dead . .... 

sources, while introducing the themes of mortality, and the 
past, which occur repeatedly in the major poems," Its discov
ery was the turning point in the creation of Cats. 

Trevor Nunn joined Webber to develop and then direct 
Cats, John Napier to design its spectacular environmental set
ting and costumes and Gillian Lynne to choreograph it- a 
mammoth task, since Cats is danced from beginning to end. 

"Nothing will compare," writes Nunn in the program 
book, "with the memory of the ecstatic strain and the grim 

As Grizabella is reborn in Cats, so, ironically-once the prov
ince set out to revitalize it-is the Elgin Theatre. Perched, rather 
improbably, on Yonge Street amidst the bustle of retail activity, 
it has been almost 60 years since the stars of vaudeville played 
there. 

Built in 1913 as a stacked theatre (with the Winter Garden po
sitioned above it), the Elgin was the first movie palace in Can
ada, and the Winter Garden~the true jewel of the two 
theatres-our only roof garden. Irving Berlin, along with the 
famous vaudeville team of Weber and Fields and a "carefully se
lected photoplay" opened Loew's Yonge Street (as the Elgin 
was called) in December of that year. But, with "talkies" on the 
hotizon, vaudeville gradually died out. In 1928 the Elgin was 
converted into a movie house, and the Winter Garden (exclu
sively a vaudeville house) was closed and has remained dark. 

In preparing for the indefinite run of Cats, the province allo
cated $1.3 million to retro-fit the theatre--bring it up to current 
health and safety standards-to restore the lobby, to clean and 
repair the seats in the auditorium and to paint the auditorium 
black. (The job has been completed, considerably under its 
original budget.) The theatre's foyers and washrooms got a cos
metic face-lift, and adjustments to _the stage involved replacing 
the rigging and reinforcing the stage floor. 

"What we're really doing," says Janis Barlow, theatre consul-
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or~ the first time we made Cats." But every opening is dif
. :, as is every production. In the fall of 1982 the Shubert 

-;anization, with executive producers Tyler Gatchell and 
• eufeld and producer David Geffen, opened Cats at the 

with the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, "is making 
thi:atre into a cultural asset." 

The most interesting fucet of this phase of !;he Elgin's rebirth 
been the activity in its lobby. Between 14 and 26 layers of 

have been scraped off, representing not only jts 1928 and 
revampings, but prohably dozens mote. All the columns 
remarblized; the gold leaf was re-applied and re ... stained; 

marble baseboards were scraped; repairs were made to l:he 
er moldings; and carpets, specially woven in Quebec, were 

We're restoring the lobby so people C3l:l get a taste of what 
theatre could, or will be like," says Barlow. "Phasing is the 
·hie way to approach a project of this magnitude. lR.estora-
is a long process." 

For Susan Fish, Minister of Citizenship and Culture, the re-
of the bringing live theatre back to Yonge 
. "We're abit of thinking al:rt:>ut going to the 
, rather than the cinema, by opening the Elgin," she says. 

h people walking through those wonderfol glass doors and 
all l:hat brass Sparkling bright:, they're building a different 

habit l:han gomg to the movies on Yonge Street." 
, l:he long-term future of the Elgin rests on finding a pri

or investor who can complete th¢ renovation to bol:h 
Elgin and the Winter Garden--a projeet that has an esti-
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Winter Garden Theater in New York City. The rest, as they 
say, is history . 

Until Toronto. 
Tina VanderHeyden had worked with Tyler Gatchell 

mated $20 million price tag. . 
"The Wintei: Garden is a . seri:cms J?tobkm/' Esh e:i;;pfains, 

"because ,of its ·garden aspect." A. truly magical 
Winter Garden is :a remarkable anci meticulously t 
garden, complete• with columns built like tree ttul;l.ksatad a ceil
ing coveted in foliage-all constrncted around a st:.ge that's 
been dark since 1928. 

T:ime has not been kind to l:he Winter Girden. All those 
thousands of leaves and shrubs have collected dust and soot. 
What was once a fairyland :is now .a wrinkled, crurnbl1ng; Ct\.V• 
em. 

"And how does one replicate that?'' Esh asks. "The ,::osts 
must be enormous." Not only replicating the garden, but get-
ting to it-which ptesents another · involv-
ing escalators and elevators (since atden ls seven 
stories above sti:eet level) . 

"What will happen remains f<? be. seen," Fish says. "But we 
are open to,discussion with privat~tor operators." 

Besides giving tbe theatrical (:omrnunity a boost, the Cana-
dian covipany of Oats Just be the incentive to entice in-
vestors. And Fish · t that-with people witnessing a 
working ~heatre, with a commercially successful show nmning 
in it-the Elgin and Winter Garden T heatres will, indeed, 
bloom again. 
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Alexandre Beaulieu as Mistoffelees. 

when he brought the touring production of Evita to the 
O'Keefe Centre, where she was publicity director, in 1982. 
"Our relationship had evolved," he says. "After all, Evita for 
a 10-week summer engagement was an enormous risk, but 
Tina and the O'Keefe took it upon themselves to have Evita, 
and she did a wonderful job on the public relations. That's 
when the idea of doing Cats in Canada first came about." 

When VanderHeyden left the O'Keefe Centre the follow
ing year, it was for the express purpose ofbecoming a theatri
cal impresario in a town not known for its commercial 
theatre. Cats was her first priority, and, though it perched in 
the back of her mind while she tended to a variety of other 
projects, she would not let it go. When she and Gatchell 
talked several times more about mounting a Canadian pro
duction, he became more and more enthusiastic, and she be
came more and more encouraged. But where, in Toronto, 
could a big, major musical play for an indefinite run? 

Enter Gina Mallet, then the Toronto Star theatre critic, 
who, on February 23, 1984, was talking to Toronto producer 
Marlene Smith on the telephone. She happened to suggest 
that Smith go after Cats to open the Elgin Theatre, "on the 
theory," Mallet recalls, "that once the Elgin was used; it 
would be seen by the province as usable, and they'd be able to 
get the huge amount of money needed to renovate. 

"The very day I talked to Marlene on the phone, I hap
pened to be lunching with Tina V anderHeyden and I was 
very excited about the project. She said she knew Tyler Gat
chell, who has the rights to Cats, and knew that he wanted it 
to run indefinitely, if it was going to run here at all. So, with 
Tina having the contacts with the producer and with Marlene 
having the contacts with the province [which owns the 
Elgin/Winter Garden facilities], that's how the ball started 
rolling." 

It's a huge ball. According to Smith, a veteran producer of 
dozens of successful cabaret productions over the past decade, 
"Cats is probably the biggest show ever mounted in Canada, 
with the biggest budget [$2 million, plus]. It's the most tech
nical, with the largest cast [32] and the most intricate cos
tumes. Technically it's a nightmare." 

And, as unprecedented as it is, so it seems to have chal
lenged the craftspeople who have made Cats. There was a 
healthy sense of competition in the shops about town during 
the nine weeks of production, an air of "We can do this, 
we've got the expertise, we might even be able to improve 
it." For all the designers, Cats represented a visually exciting 
phenomenon they were anxious to tackle, one which im
pressed them far more than the complex and often mysteri
ous performance elements in the show. More than one re
marked, "It's a technical show." And, for them, it certainly 
lS. 

Companies had to bid on the contracts for props, costumes 
and set. Many of the designers had never bid on a show be
fore. And it had to happen fast. 

When the contract between the province and the producers 
was signed, and agreements for a $1.3 million renovation to 
the lobby and retro-fit to the theatre were finalized, the bid 
call went out. It was already October 1984, and the show was 
due to open in March 1985. And it was all uncharted territory 
for many of the players behind the scenes. 

For Roger Read, who designed more than 600 props, a 
whirlwind trip to Washington in early November for a mati
nee was followed by a quick swing through the five New 
York shops that built the Broadway show. Then he spent an 
afternoon perusing the Winter Garden stage. 

It was all so fast, he's hazy on the details now. When he 
flew back to Toronto, he had three days to cost the show. He 
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- : y slept that week. The figures and the scope of the show 
. -e wimming in his head. At first he felt intimidated; then 
:-1ed not to think about it. 
- :me Armit and Patricia Boulden of Nigel's and Ruth 
~:ie and Sharon Purdy of Unlimited Costumes, all sea

costume designers, bid on what they felt they could 
- ,:- e, and the costume contracts were split between them 
.:: Clayton James of Malabar. 
rill, the term "franchised theatre" has been fancifully ban

- about their shops because of the precision with which 
~ ,- must follow the lead of the New York designs. Every 
m stroke on every piece of milliskin is supervised, and 
• _- character costume must be replicated exactly. 

Geeting the materials has meant trips into Manhattan and 
·rs oflong-distance telephone detective work. "Our hands 

-- ·ed creatively, and it takes some of the fun out ofit," says 
-dy, sitting in her office, thumbing through the Cats 
· le" , a thick red binder filled with Polaroids and sketches 

· costumes, notes on how they're made, swatches of fabric 
crands of wool and thread. 

--in fact, it's a little bit frustrating, since I know we could 
-::crove things and make some things better. Some things 

o specific, because that's what Parsons-Meares [the 
- adway Cats costume designers] found in some basement 
. ·ew York. You just can't find it here two years later." 
r rant Milligan has been building lavish sets for years, prin

-?illY for the Canadian Opera Company. A pragmatic pro
·ional, he got the contract to construct the set because he 

ly couldn't see the point of delaying the opening of Cats 
Lx weeks-as was originally planned-to get the set fin-

~ . " And I couldn't see losing six weeks of box office, so 
_ ust w orked overtime to get it done." 

~ lusical director Stanley Labowsky summarizes the ulti
ze challenge of Cats. "There are three primary areas of dif

- ::- · · ry: the physical endurance needed, the constant concen-
-.:. on in portraying a cat and the absolute diction the lyrics 

.. and. 
··But there is one big question mark with this company, 
-l chat is how they're going to handle the long run. How 

·- :,·'re going to sustain themselves . There is an art to the 
o run.'' 

Producers Smith and VanderHeyden are asking another 
:-::i.:cial question. Can a Toronto audience sustain a long-run, 

per-ticket show? 
.-\nd, for the Canadian theatre community, Cats poses the 

• t challenging question of all. Can Canada produce and 
. ..:.pport its own indigenous commercial theatre? 

, ait and see. In time, Cats will let the answers out of the 

Sandy Naiman has been a 
Lifestyle feature writei; foi; 
theTorcnw Sun since 1977 
and women's editor of 
CHfI-FM since 1982. A 
confirmed dog-person, she 
has never drea.med of , 
.owning a cat--or, more 
correctly, allowing a cat to 

own her. She is now seriously reconsidering. 
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James Kudelka: 
Profile of an Enigma 

by Paula Citron 

C 
horeographer James Kudelka is an enigma. He likes 
to paint himself as the farm boy who left school with 
only a tenth grade education; yet most colleagues are 

in awe of his intellect. The personality he presents to outsiders 
is one of intense commitment coupled with a wall of reserve; 
his closest friends, however, value his incredible loyalty and 
sense of fun. While some of his fellows in the dance commu
nity have been put off by Kudelka's outspoken bluntness on 
various issues, those who know him well talk about his self
doubt and insecurity. Somewhere amongst these conflicting 
images lies the real James Kudelka, one of Canada's most im
portant young dancemakers. 

Kudelka was indeed born on a farm-in Newmarket, 
Ontario- but it was a vast property belonging to a wealthy 
businessman. Kudelka's father was the estate manager, and 
his mother was a school guidance counsellor. Despite the 
rural setting, the arts were an integral part of family life. Ac
tress Jan Kudelka, James' older sister, explains: "Culture and 
the arts were a binding force in my parents' marriage. With 
six children, they needed a break, and attending plays and 
concerts was a way out. They used the arts to enrich the 
home environment and got great joy out of experiencing and 
discussing plays they had seen. They also used the arts as a 
way of channelling our energy." 

She fondly remembers the games of the "Rock Bottom 
Four"-herself, James, Matthew and Frances. "We used to 
put on musicals such as The Fantasticks in the living room and 
we even made up programs. We also played pretend games in 
the barn, using make-up and old clothes. Once we made our 
mother "Queen for a Day", and she had to do her housework 
wearing a crown and a cloak!" 

The whole family, she continues, was supportive of the 
ans. and there was never a question of going into some other 

- · ·hen Jan. James or Matthew (a writer) fell on lean 
rs _ . arents were walking, talking versions 

of the Canada Council. If we were broke, they would tide us 
over without complaint." 

James Kudelka started taking dance lessons when he was 
four. His association with the National Ballet School and ar
tistic director Betty Oliphant began when his dance teacher 
suggested to his parents that they send him to the School's 
Saturday afternoon classes. When he entered the School at age 
10, dance became his career. "I really missed him," recalls Jan 
Kudelka, "but he was born to dance. Even at age four he had 
proper turnout. He also had great physical energy and a stub
born bloody-mindedness that made him very determined." 

Betty Oliphant remembers Kudelka as someone who ne
gotiated his own life. "He filled out his own forms when he 
joined the School. He was old beyond his years and could be 
very irritating, especially when he would tell teachers how 
things should be done. But he was usually right. He was also 
the most reliable student when we did lecture-demonstra
tions, and it was clear from his clean technique that he would 
definitely be a soloist." 

In those early days, when he appeared with the other stu
dents in The Nutcracker, Kudelka was also making an impres
sion at the National Ballet of Canada. Principal dancers 
Victoria Bertram and Charles Kirby remember a serious boy, 
with big, fish-bowl glasses who was more adult than child. 
"He'd have to take off his glasses when he danced," explains 
Bertram, "which would make him squint and appear all the 
more intense. He also had a large head and small shoulders , 
which made him look even funnier. But still you knew this 
boy had something. 

"Unlike the other kids, who would be giggling and laugh
ing when they weren't onstage, James would always stand in 
the wings, asking questions about lighting and choreo
graphy. He was a misfit at the School because he related bet
ter to older people. It seems to be the destiny of someone 
with great talent and great intellect to live a tortured life, but 
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.: Kudelka in rehearsal with members of Les Grands Ballets Canadiens. 

• you have huge glasses and a briefcase and you're only 
·ears old, you're asking to be abused!" 
, n en I was 11," says Kudelka, "I ended up in Miss O's 

because I wanted to do more than classes and was un
;:-..- with the discipline. Because she was sympathetic to 
_r_ I was allowed to put on little skits at lunch hours and 
- oreography. As kids, we were precocious; but then no

,.:.- is more opinionated than Betty Oliphant, and that trait 
• - down from the top. It was probably the best and worst 

.::: about the School." 
--"he end result of this mini-rebellion was an astonishing 

reographic feat which made a lasting impression on any
- ,·ho saw it, including Charles Kirby. "James' class was 
_- nning an in-house program, and I had been invited to 
:: .' · -he recalls. "James had choreographed his version of 
·t:110 Barocco, and I still have a picture of those tiny, fid
. nervous little girls performing Balanchine. The parts 

: . ames couldn't remember, he choreographed himself. It 
·· incredible to me that one so young could absorb com-
·ed choreography and reproduce it. I knew then that he 

.....:d be a choreographer." 
..:delka views the experience from another aspect: "I 

about the conflict between the desire to create and the 

. ~., Canada Spring 1985 

desire to give up when things are going badly. At one point 
when the choreography was not working out, I went to my 
room and hid in the upper bunk, with my head to the wall. 
One of the girls, Heather Farquharson, marched into the 
room and said, 'We're all waiting, so you better come right 
now!' I remember Heather whenever I want to give up." 

A choreographic effort at age 14 brought Kudelka to the at
tention of principal dancer Veronica Tennant. "He had 
created a pas de deux to Bach's Goldberg Variations, and I was 
very impressed with the complex musicality," she says. 
"There was real insight into Bach's intentions and not a 
superficial rendering of the music. It was such an extraordin
ary experience when it was put on at a School show that I 
mentioned it to a journalist at Dance Magazine who was doing 
a story on me. She misunderstood and thought that James 
was going to do a work for me and said that in the article. 

"When he did enter the company two years later, I asked 
him to create a piece for the choreographic workshop , so the 
article proved to be true. The pas de deux for me and 
Winthrop Corey, to Franck's Violin Sonata, was about the 
struggle that occurs in relationships and was incredibly ma
ture. Even then James was showing signs of his choreogra
phic trademarks. His musicality, coupled with an ability to 
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get inside the music, creates complex works with many 
levels. More important, James has never made an empty 
movement to fill out a phrase of music. All his steps count for 
something." 

In 1972, at age 16, Kudelka joined the National Ballet of 
Canada. His arrival coincided with the "Rudi years", when 
the company was touring Nureyev's production of The 
Sleeping Beauty around the world, with the great dancer as 
guest artist. 

Betty Oliphant pushed for the move, although Kudelka 
had not completed his education, because she felt that he had 

Veronica Tennant and Peter Schaufuss in Washington Square. 

Kudelka's Peers Talk About His Work 

Although the success of a dance · work depends on the audience 
and the critics, the most important judges may be a chore
ographer's peers. Some of James Kudelka's colleagues talk about 
his work: 

Washington Square (1979) 
I truly loved the character if Catherine, because she was a loser and felt 
;,,adequate. She was ve1y huma11--more huma11 than the world if ballet 
usually produces. The part required the technical ability if a ballerina to 
peiform a role us11ally reserved for great actresses. It was a subtle charac
terization that you could det1elop ill subsequent peifonnances. There was 
a completeness about the ballet that I enjoyed.-Veronica Tennant 
You don't get many chances with a role like Dr. Sloper in ballet-011e 
that has a starting point and a finish a11d gi11es yo11 somethiug to say in 
between. We wanted to do the ballet again and again. Actors and directors 
who were not involved in dance commented on how brilliantly James had 
transcribed the book and the play.-Chatles Kirby 

Intimate Letter (1981) 
In James' solo for me, he really provided challenges. There were fast 
weight changes and changes if directio11s. I am usually given long and 
lyrical movemmts. Now suddenly I was moving quickly aud i11 ways 
never seen in me before. Suddenly my body was put through paces oppo
site to my training; it was exhilarating!-Susan Macpherson 

Hedda (1983) 
The experience gave a lot to me. It was exciting, because I could test my

a modern dancer ll'ho is used to moving with form. James 

outgrown the School. "It was the right time for him to ~ 
into the company, because he was dying of boredom. H , 
really didn't need school; he was the kind of person who edt:
cates himself by reading and listening to music. Yet he w a:: 
immature emotionally, with a precociousness that covered u; 
a basic insecurity, and he needed another environment. It al 
seemed right for his career, because being in the compan, 
with Nureyev would continue his dance education." 

To his admirers at the company it was the right move. "H. 
didn't want to do academics," says Kirby. "He wanted t 

dance and choreograph. Yet anyone who talks to him would 

would give me images rather than movemeut. I was a pattern with arms 
and legs _filling space. It was as if James was Picasso rather than 
Ceza11ne. I uever could have peiformed in Tetley's Sphinx without the 
experience ifHedda.-Gizella Witkowsky 

Gizella Witkowsky and Hazaros Surmeyan in Hedda. 

In Paradisum {1983) 
It is a modern dance 11,asterpiece. It is miraculous that someone with mod
ern dance traini11g that J,appened in bits and pieces could produce it, be
cause it couldn't have come from his training. One can identify the itiflu
ences-Graham, Lubo1Jitch and the Limon arms-hut the wonder ef the 
work is that no one if the elements stands out. All are i11tegrated into a 
unique idiom if his own and transfonned into a new vocabulary. I'm as
tonished t/,at it could be do11e.-David Earle 
Da11ci11g in James' work became an emotional experie11ce. I will ne11e,· 
tire of In Paradisum. It is so satisfying, such a complete piece---1.11ith 
nothing missing in its concept-that it is hard to do another ballet after it. I 
am exhausted, yet happy.-Betsy Baron 

Court of Miracles (1983-84) 
On an alternate night, whe,1 James was not dancing in Act One, he got a 
tou•nsperso11 outfit and joined the others on the stage. I saw him walk 
around, vitally involl'ed-hy choice-in the corps, reacting to his own 
choreography danced by others. I.find that kind of humility inspiring in a 
great artist.-David Earle 

Alliances (1984) 
It's a masterpiece. I feel it's too long, but I don't see one step that could be 
taken out. It has so much to say that it is almost too much, too full. It is 
beyond mo11ementjor movement's sake. It is deep.-Victoria Bertram 
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_ ,· he had a university education, because his mind is a 
- ouse of knowledge." 

·ring his eight years with the National Ballet, Kudelka 
nly developed as a dancer, but as a choreographer. 

:.-n he was 23, Washington Square received its company pre
-e. It was the second time (following A Party) that one of 
:::-allets had moved from its choreographic workshop be

:iings into the mainstream of the repertoire. 
-:-he piece was given a large budget, which included provi-
• or lavish sets and costumes and a commissioned musical 
-e. Gerry Eldred, former administrative director of the 
=onal Ballet and now executive director of the Stratford 
= ·al, explains why Kudelka was given this big push: "The 

. ::-· · hop program was meant to uncover choreographic tal

. James stood out because of his basic understanding of 
a:, his musicality, his intense emotionalism and his sense 

· ~-ama. Most people can come up with an idea for a pas de 
,;_ but in James there were greater possibilities. He had 

for stories and knew not on:ly what he wanted them to 
.:id like, but what they should look like. He was not just a 
- or two-idea choreographer. He had talent that would 

-- .,- . " 
G.:,·en the conservative nature of the company's board of 
-~crors, Eldred had his task cut out to find the money. "The 
·:::onal doesn't have many opportunities to fail. Everyone 
3:e-rstood the investment in a workshop, but it was harder 
make the transition to getting these works into the reper-
e~ .. , 

·onetheless, as an acknowledgment of his talent, Kudelka 
...; appointed a resident choreographer in 1980. 
:be years 1979 and 1980 marked turning points in 
_;:dka's career. During 1979 he spent seven months study
; in Europe on a Canada Council grant; in June 1980 he 

cipated in the second National Choreographic Seminar, 
_ ~ at the BanffCentre School of Fine Arts . It was the influ
•• of these two events that changed the direction of his life, 
- as a dancer and a choreographer. 
During his European travels Kudelka spent five nights out 
·• •·ery seven attending concerts and performances of dance, 
- .. ra and plays. In the course of his orgy of culture, he came 

: ,·eral conclusions. "I began to see the classics like Swan 
as having a lot of walking around. In Europe I saw 

-ce w here it was important to keep moving and I discov-
- i that modern dance, in particular, eliminated those things 

revent you from moving. 
· loved pieces like MacMillan's Gloria for the Royal Bal

ecause it made a statement about war. This is the influ
.. :e rhat I took into In Paradisum-which is about death and 

-;:i -to make a statement, to create this world, to portray 
.. inevitability of what happens to us. I used to love Ash
:-· A Month in the Country, but it became boring when it 
· on the same program as Gloria." 

. t Banff, Kudelka embraced modern dance. The purpose 
·· · e seminar, organized by Grant Strate, was to bring to

,.--· er six choreographers and six composers with 30 dancers 
- 'l ix musicians from across Canada to explore the creation 
-- .ew work. The atmosphere was a hothouse situation, with 

choreographers required to come up with an original 
-k each day, based on projects assigned by the choreogra

directors-Robert Cohan, a former member of Martha 
am's company and founder of London Contemporary 
ce Theatre in England, and Todd Bolender, who had 
ced and choreographed with Balanchine. In each day's 
rk the participants were encouraged to go beyond their 
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Cynthia Lucas and Victoria Bertram in Playhouse. 

self-imposed limits. 
Kudelka was the only ballet-based choreographer there and 

found the experience cataclysmic. "I made new friends in 
modern dance and was overwhelmed by their acceptance," 
he says. "I also discovered that the sex of the dancer didn't 
matter; once you got the women off pointe shoes, there was 
equality. I worked with parallel placement and getting 
grounded. It was the turning point for me, because I saw that 
I had been working with a limited vocabulary , and Banff 
helped to open me up . I had been pretty repressed, even in 
my choice of subject matter. My pieces had been mostly 
about unrequited love or rape, and I now wanted to say 
something about life." 

Modern dancer Susan Macpherson attended the seminar as 
assistant to Cohan and Bolender. She had known Kudelka 
vaguely through the years and had followed his work. When 
she heard he was coming, Macpherson felt that it would be 
very important for him, because she had seen many people go 
beyond their choreographic limits at the first seminar (held at 
Toronto's York University in 1978) . 

Kudelka, after first agreeing to attend, begged off just be
fore the seminar was to begin. Strate phoned Macpherson, 
asking her help. " Grant called me because they wanted James 
at Banff. Of all the choreographers in the country, it was felt 
that he would benefit the most. I talked to him on the phone 
for 45 minutes. James claimed he was ill with the flu , but he 
was also nervous about working with a modern dance group, 
because he thought his art form was not respected. I had to 
convince him that people, including myself, were dying to 
work with him, and that we all admired his tremendous tal
ent." 

According to Macpherson and others, Banff gave Kudelka 
a greater choreographic freedom and broadened his scope. 
Macpherson explains: " For the first few days, he was terribly 
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nervous, and I had to mother him. But after he made solid 
friendships, he was flying. In my opinion, he grew the fastest 
of all the choreographers. He absorbed everything and threw 
out his old perceptions. He was able to get rid of literal ges
tures and reduce dance to its essentials, to its nerve ends. 
Cohan likened him to a young Cranko or a young MacMil
lan. 

"After Banff, his choreography became more risky, and 
the lines blurred between modern dance and ballet. He 
moved from the narrative story ballet to abstract ideas ." 

Nowhere was the new direction in Kudelka's chore
ography more evident than in Hedda, the last work he created 
for the National Ballet. "Before he went to Banff," explains 
Kirby, "James was going to use a Prokofiev piano concerto. 
After Banff, he threw out that idea and commissioned a 
score/sound collage from Norma Beecroft, who had been at 
the seminar. During Hedda he worked differently, by finding 
new ways to do old things, by broadening the scope of the 
300-year-old steps. He was in search of freedom and less re
strictive movements." Tennant noticed that Banff had 
brought Kudelka into the modern idiom, and that his move
ment had become more physical. 

Gizella Witkowsky, who played Hedda, was surprised 
when Kudelka cast her in the role, because she was not one of 
the dancers who usually appeared in his works. "I was his ex
periment," she explains. "It seemed that he was using unclas
sical movement, but putting us on pointe. He didn't want us 

mannerisms to tell a story, but to allow the 
' · n ·e · his ideas. The focus was on Hedda, not 

on the story. It was more philosophical. Because it showed 
relationships and was not a literal explanation, the audiences 
and critics didn't understand it." 

Perhaps the greatest result of the Banff/Europe influence 
was the impetus Kudelka felt to leave the National Ballet and 
join Les Grands Ballets Canadiens in the summer of 1981. 
The malaise had been building for several years, and Kudelka, 
like other dancers in the company, had felt the lack of direc
tion and the low morale under Alexander Grant. But more 
than that, Kudelka felt stifled by the classics and frustrated at 
the difficulty of getting works into the repertoire. 

To talk to Kudelka is to detect a bitterness about the 
National as a company and Toronto as a city. "I left three 
years too late, but I'm glad I did," he comments. "Montreal 
is a good place to find yourself; in Toronto you are cate
gorized into a group before you are accepted. Montreal is a 
city of people, not groups. I changed cities and I'm doing bet
ter work. 

"What really got to me was the 'kiss-off' letter Alexander 
sent to me ending our association. If I was no longer a resi
dent, then I couldn't be a resident choreographer. I would 
have kept up an association. 

"Nobody wanted me to go to Les Grands, because it's con
sidered Canada's third company--even though it's larger 
than the Royal Winnipeg. But I saw in Les Grands an inter
esting rep that I wanted to dance, a willingness to take 
choreographic risks and experiment, and a dancer's com
pany- without stars. I'm still waiting for creative stuff to 
happen at the National." 
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;errospect, most people who know Kudelka well feel the 
• :o Les Grands Ballets was a good one. At the National 
: he w as locked into journeyman roles and second leads; 

Grands Ballets he became a principal dancer. At the 
nal his work rarely toured; at Les Grands, where 
-a is a resident choreographer, his work has been given 

-:-..acional exposure. As co-artistic director Daniel Jackson 
: o ut, Kudelka's ballets at Les Grands have remained in 

-epertoire and have undergone cast changes. "Every ere
.. says Jackson, "should see what the life process of a 

vill be." 
.:ds Linda Stearns, Jackson's colleague: "James has been 

• the freedom to develop his talent. He only does one 
·• ror us a year, because he's interested in being exposed to 
. - companies. When he comes back to us, he's recharged. 

xample, he's created works for Dancemakers, Toronto 
·e T heatre and Paul-Andre Fortier's company, as well as 

.....ring with Susan Macpherson in Ottawa and lecturing 
-· oreography at the University of Quebec." 

ny people interviewed for this article pointed out that 
-me had come for Kudelka to cut the umbilical cord from 

-ational Ballet, a home where he had been a wunderkind; 
-· Grands Ballets Canadiens he has had the freedom to 

his own identity and break away from the classical 
:1 . As Toronto Dance Theatre's David Earle says, "Tal-
·llch as his should have an impact on the home company, 
ames sensed that there was more to be had than he was 

·==- offered." 
• -haps Kudelka's good friend Vicki Bertram is able to put 

ove to Les Grands Ballets in the best perspective: "James 
~ed an opportunity to be recognized for what he had 
• Here he was one of the family; at Les Grands he is a 
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'somebody'. He never had a big success at the National with 
any of his ballets, and I wonder ifhe will ever come to terms 
with the company. In the more intimate workshops, his 
works received standing ovations; yet his ballets in the main 
repertoire never had an overwhelming response." 

Without a doubt, Kudelka has blossomed at Les Grands 
Ballets and has produced highly regarded works, such as In 
Paradisum and Alliances. Recently he worked on Dracula, with 
avant-garde dancer Margie Gillis as guest artist. 

"Les Grands has the atmosphere I need as a creator," he ex
plains. "The dancers have been an inspiration to me, because 
they want to dance. The perfect bodies from the Ballet School 
don't interest me. The dancers at Les Grands have all different 
kinds of training, which makes for an exciting mix . 

"Antony T udor once said that it is hard to find bad dancers 
anymore and, as Bob Cohan has pointed out, if dancers are 
too well-trained, choreographers don't know what to do 
with them. Les Grands is a company where the steps don't 
come too easily and fall into a pattern. It is the difference be
tween a thinking and a non-thinking dancer-the more tech
nique, the less head. I need thinking dancers." 

The dancers at Les Grands Ballets are equally admiring of 
Kudelka . Betsy Baron, who has appeared in all of his works, 
comments: "I think he's a genius. His experiments with 
movements amaze me. He will do the unexpected, and yet, 
after dancing it, it becomes the most natural thing in the 
world. You have to have a centred strength so you can go off 
centre to try new things . For example, in the second move
ment of A lliances there is a lot of body contact which is not 
your basic way of moving in pointe shoes. The dancers are 
willing to try anything James asks, because most of us want 
to be part of his works. He provides an intellectual and tech-

by the 
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nical challenge and he's one of the most f~lfilling choreo
graphers I have ever worked with." 

As a creator, Kudelka knows the importance of setting 
work on people to enhance their talents and he is bitter about 
Alexander Grant's reluctance to do this during his tenure at 
the National Ballet. "Grant's whole career happened because 
people created roles for him. He should have brought chore
ographers in to set works on Mary Jago-or me, for that 
matter-instead of the Ashton repertoire. It's important to 
work with live people and not a notator from England with 
the score of The Dream! It's more important to be a creator 
than an interpreter." 

Members of the artistic directorship at Les Grands Ballets 
have nothing but praise for Kudelka's ability as a chore
ographer. "He's the most gifted person I've seen in a long 
time," says Linda Stearns, "and his work has touched every 

:::-
J 

Karen Kain, Tomas Schramek and Peter Ottmann in The Rape 
q.f Lucrece. 

Kudelka Talks About His Own Work 

James Kudelka is probably as objective about his work as any 
critic and, in some cases, even harsher. The following are his 
own comments about some ofhis works: 

Washington Square (1979) 
I thought the ballet was boring with its sets and cost11mes. I just wa11ted 
to get down to dancing. Alexander Grant kept complaining that Mon-is 
a11d Catherine didn't haJJe solos, so I had to redo it. fa its last i11cama
tio11 it was down to 50 minutes and was mClre theatrical . 

I was glad when it was finished, because I had speut two years on the 
same stmy and I had no brain left. E11e11' time it was shown, it was dif
ferent. 

Tlze positive asped was that for the first time I /zad to 011ersee a 
wlwle pmdudion, worki11g with designers, composers and conductors. 

The Rape ofLucrece (1980) 
This was the first work I did for the National after the Ban.ff experience 
and it was shown at a choreographic workshop. Something spilled out 
of me, and I found myself working in parallel placement i11Stead of tum
our. 

At first Lucrece was off pointe, but when Ale:v:ander Gra11t heard 

dancer. His greatest gift is an uncanny ability to choose 
for his ballets. For example, he plucked Katia Breton fro 
the corps for the second movement of Alliances, and sh , 
wonderful. He also is capable of self-criticism. He knew 
the third movement of Alliances was not originally as stro 
as the first two, and I respect that." 

"James' work is incredibly inventive," remarks D ani 
Jackson. "I don't feel that there's a Kudelka style yet, beca -
he's still experimenting. Yet there is a kind of energy bas 
on classical technique coupled with a sense of what mode 
dance is all about. You can say the same thing about Jam -
that has been said about Balanchine. His works are so cl 
that we can dream into them." 

Equally impressive is Kudelka's professionalism in creating 
his works. "His ballets are all inside when he arrives at the 
studio," says Stearns. "James doesn't waste time, because his 

that his ballerina Karen Kain was not going to be in pointe shoes, his 
face fell, and I had to change it. 

It was a good piece and should have made the repertoire. 

Playhouse (1980) 
In retrospect, I can see that it 1vas a biography about my relationship 
with the National Ballet. I tried to show the magic of the theatre collid
ing against jaded dancers who have lost their comtnitmeut. The lead
who was the impresario trying to rouse the dancers to action-was 
really me. 

I had a terrible time with the dancers; they were afraid ef the work 
because they couldn't figure it out. 

I'd like to try to do it again, because I know there is a ballet there. 

Hedda (1983) 
I liked it, but it needed to be peifonned in a smaller space. I wo11/d have 
liked to work on it more, but I had left the wmpan11• 

I hated the costumes, because it became an 011er-dressed Victorian 
prod11ctio11. 

On the other hand, it got tne into expressionism. In Hedda J created 
psychological eleme11ts that were no11-na1Tative. It was abstrad drama. 

Candlelight Blues (1984) 
Everyone who goes to Thailand plays sometl1ing of the king's. He is a 
jazz composer. I set this piece to one ef his tunes, far a gala. 

It was light and chic, with nothing intellectual about it. Otl1er people 
are more pro11d of it tha11 I atn. I tlii11k it's haudy to show in shopping 
centres. 

Alliances (1984) 
Alexawler Gram 011ce told me to write do11111 any m11sic that I like. Ap
parently Frederick Ashton did that for Ni11ette de Valois. I heard a 
snatch of Brahms, from his First Piano Concerto, and 1 thoHght it 
was a most beautiful phrase ef music. Havi11g worked with live com
posers on the last few pieces, I thought it would be a relief to work 111it/1 
a record, but I didn't know what I was getting into. All of In Para
disum can fit i11to the first motJement, a11d I had two 111011emeuts to 
go. 

I changed all the rules from In Paradisum, beca11se I was afraid. It 
had been such a success. I needed sometliillg different. This piece was 
round--fi,11 of pirouettes, circles and cartw/1eels-wlie.-eas my other 
choreograph)' had been square. It was emotional 111011emellt based on 
m11sic, and I had never taken that risk before. 

I dedicated the work to Betty Oliphant because it showed all the clas
sical technique I had picked up at the School, stretched as far as it can 
go. I used classical tech11ique-but as l wanted to, not in any classical 
way. 
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images are well-prepared, and he is very organized." 
Jackson adds his observations: "I've never -seen James alone 

in the studio working out a step. The invention is in his head 
already, allowing him to work for lengthy periods of time. 
He demonstrates steps and is very explicit and concrete when 
he physically does something. He is also quite verbal about 
the quality of movement he wants and gives strong images. 
For example, in creating In Paradisum he brought in books to 
show the hand or body shape he wanted in the death fig
ures." 

The greatest conflict for Kudelka at Les Grands Ballets is 
the demand on him as a dancer. He is the first to admit that he 
is not as responsible as he should be about cultivating and 
nurturing a role-because he would rather be choreograph
ing. "There aren't a lot of choreographers who are principal 
dancers, and they need me for the classical works at Les 
Grands. I put my foot down, however, over a real classical 
work like Giselle. I would give a thoughtful performance, but 
it wouldn't be on an international level. I'm not a virtuoso 
dancer. Even if the National Ballet School gave me ways of 
placement to fool the public, I would rather leave the princely 
roles to the guys that don't have receding hairlines, a tight 
body and short arms. I also don't have the jumps and the 
legs. 

"I've made my dance career wearing shoes that fit-in 
other words, by performing roles that suit me. My preference 
is for the modern works , because they stretch and challenge 
me and make me sweat. The white pas de deux in Les Patin
eurs never made me sweat! 

"Ironically, all the varied roles I've had at Les Grands have 
improved me as a dancer. I looked at my body in the white 

tights I wore for The Nutcracker and I said to myself, 'I dor: 
know these legs!' " 

Daniel Jackson agrees that Kudelka feels more at home 
the contemporary repertoire. "The meatiest works give 
moral satisfaction because, when he is in a well-chor~
ographed work, he enjoys seeing it from the inside." 

Linda Stearns is worried about the time when Kudelka \\ 
decide he no longer wants to dance. "Because I need him as 
dancer, we have to challenge him with works . But I ad rru:
him because he gives 100 per cent; you never know onstage 
he is disappointed in the choreography. His musicality-s.-_ 
strong in his own creations-also carries over to his dancin; 
as do his wit and sense of humour. And no one is faster tha:
James at picking up steps." 

When Anna Kisselgoff wrote about Canadian ballet in T 
New York Times recently, she pointed out that each of · 
major companies has someone special-the Royal Winnip -
Ballet has Evelyn Hart, the National Ballet has Erik Bruh.:
and Les Grands Ballets has James Kudelka. In a review of o -
of Kudelka's works, she also noted that, in her estimatior:: 
Kudelka had the handle on choreography for the next _ 
years. 

The exciting thing about Kudelka is his age; at 28 he has 
long career ahead of him, and the works he has produced 
far are only the tip of the iceberg. 

Perhaps the last word on Kudelka should come from th 
person who first gave him a chance to choreograph. Declar 
Betty Oliphant, "He'll go far, our James!" • 

Photographs courtesy of Les Grands Ballets Canadiens and the l\·.i
tional Ballet of Canada. 

KOFFLER CENTRE 
SUMMER SCHOOL OF DANCE 

July 2 - August 9, 1985 

Technique Classes All Levels Beginners to Advanced 
□ Ballet □ Jazz □Modern D Tap 

Workshops 
□ Awareness □ Dance History □ Music D Vocal 
□ Make-up □ Showbiz Careers D Song & Dance 
□ Production Routines D Repertoire □ Composition 

Jewish Community Centre of Toronto 
4588 Bathurst St. 

Willowdale, Ont. M2R 1W6 
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ance Nova Scotia 
Decade of Growth 

amed to walls in dance studios, shops and schools 
across Nova Scotia are copies of a glossy poster which 

roclaims Dance is for Everyone--Join the Move-
• Picrured are a bewildering variety of dance activities-a 

nd dancer, complete with kilt; a young ballerina, 
: in mid-leap; a costumed ballroom couple; a sinewy 

dancer. Young and old, amateur and professional, 
to folk, the images somehow meld together. 

_ poster is printed by Dance Nova Scotia (DANS) and 
, _ _...,._,.-nts the mandate of this unique service organization for 

Founded 10 years ago, DANS is still growing to meet 
of Nova Scotia's active and diverse dance commu-

_ 5 the Nova Scotia Department of Culture, Recre
·nd Fitness was setting up a group of provincially sup

.: cultural federations. Meetings with representatives of 
- vince's dance community resulted in the formation of 

.ceived as an umbrella organization for Nova Scotia's 
~ dance groups , DANS was to fulfill the need for an or

-i...c,::-..i· approach to dance activities and development, to 
.::e administrative services and co-ordination, and to act 
-epresentative voice to the public and government. Its 
• re: to promote and encourage dance activities in Nova 

c:le the Department of Culture, Recreation and Fitness 
.:es 90 per cent of the funding for DANS, the relation
- an arms-length one, with direction and policy formu-

~ y a volunteer board of directors. From the beginning, 
· was structured to incorporate the individuals and 
::,s it was designed to serve. 

--e task of the board, together with a salaried executive 
::or and the DANS secretary, was to find a way to meet 
.eeds of already existing members and to encourage and 

•· p new members. The wide variety of dance interests 
ghout the province, as represented on the DANS 

:-~- was to be served from a small office in Halifax. 
firs t executive director of DANS was Gunter Buchta, 

was instrumental in developing the services for which 

.:, Canada Spring 1985 

Dance Week 1983 is declared: Premier John Buchanan and young 
members of Nova Scotia's dance community with (back, left to 

right) Gunter Buchta and Kenneth McGrail. 





I 
' ' "The reality of dance is its truth to our inner life. Therein lies its 

power to move and communicate experience. The reality of dance can 
be brought into focus - that is into the realm of human values-:-by 
simple, direct, objective means:' - Martha Graham 
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Royal Academy 
of Dancing/Canada 

Patron IIER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

Presidem DAME MARGOT FONTEYN DE ARIAS DBE 

The Royal Academy of Dancing' s fundamental 
purpose is the maintenance and improvement of 
standards of dance teaching . The Academy now 
operates its graded system for classical ballet 
training and examinations in 43 countries. 

Services for Teachers 

• A graded system of training in classical ballet 
for children and professional students 

• Annual examinations from coast to coast 

• Examinations to gain teaching qualifications 

• Workshops and refresher courses 

Summer Workshop for 
Teachers 1985 

TORONTO 
VANCOUVER 
SASKATOON 
OTTAWA 
HALIFAX 

The Art of Teaching Children 

For information ( 416) 489-2813 or write 
Royal Academy of Dancing, Suite 209 
3050 Yonge Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M4N 2K4 

DANS is now well known. With his strong personality and 
unfailing commitment to dance, he brought several disparate 
elements together. His experiences as a student, a teacher, ar.. 
amateur and a professional dancer all served to develop his 
perspective, and he used those experiences to develop 
DANS. 

Buchta established two very important principles for 
DANS. The first was that all forms of dance be represent ..; 
and developed. The second, and most important, was tha: 
dance be taken to communities throughout Nova Scotia. 

To this end, he developed a leadership training progran: 
(whose outline has since been adapted by many other organ;
zations) . The program focuses on developing dance leader
ship in smaller and rural communities by training individui. 
on a consistent basis-upgrading their skills and knowledg 
and providing ongoing support. These individuals provi 
dance leadership within their own communities. The impor
tance and effectiveness of this program have been proven re
peatedly. 

"The leadership program is one of our reasons for being.·· 
says DANS president Kenneth McGrail. "We have been ex
tremely successful in this area. An interesting result of our 
success is that, as time passes, the need for leadership pro
grams drops off in some communities. What we are seeing is 
the development of well-established leadership within the 
community-who provide the resources that DANS once 
did ." 

Through the leadership program, dance groups have de
veloped solid footings across the province. The success of this 
grass- roots approach is centred on its steady commitment to 
the needs of the various members of the dance community. 

DANS also serves its membership through an active work
shop program, promoting excellence in teaching and 
performance. In workshops co-sponsored by DANS and 
local dance organizations, new teachers, disciplines and tech
niques are introduced on a regular basis. 

Just as important as its active involvement in the teachin 
of dance is DANS' function as a resource centre for the entire 
dance community. Providing a network of information, ad
ministrative guidance and a library of printed materials an 
videos-as well as the answers to innumerable inquiries
D ANS plays a supporting role for the students, teachers anc 

Gunter Buchta 

Winner of international awards for ballroom dancing, famed 
an innovative teacher and choreographer, Gunter Buchta is r 
nowned as the Father of International Ballroom Dancing. 
also founded the first Canadian Dance Festival, the natio 
Canadian Dance Teachers' Association and the Corte Dan 
Club. 

Severely wounded in World War II, Buchta originally 
came involved in dance as a form of physical therapy. Not onl 
did he rehabilitate himself, he discovered a boundless talent 
enthusiasm for dance. 

In 1950 he arrived in Nova Scotia, where his ability as 
teacher and choreographer quickly earned him an excellent r 
utation. A tireless worker, he organized several dancing clubs. 

When Buchta joined Don Messer's Jubilee, a musical progra 
broadcast on CBC television, his young · square-<lancers soo 
became famous as the Buchta Dancers. Millions of people fro 
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mustrators of every dance organization in the province. 
unter Buchta's contribution was a critical factor in the 

: rion of DANS, and the results of his work have pro
far- reaching effects. With his retirement, due to poor 

- . something of an era has passed. 
e influx of new leadership has both invigorated DANS 
osed new challenges for the organization. Buchta's 

;around in ballroom, teaching and social dance served 
.• ' S well. Both the interim executive director, Beverly 
·er, and the recently appointed executive director, Dianne 
·. an, have firm roots in the dance community- for ex
; e, each has worked as company manager for Nova 
ce Theatre--but their roots are radically different from 

· of Buchta. 
ianne Milligan's background is in administration and 

- ·eting, and she has an abiding interest in dance as a per-
-ning art. As executive director, she brings a new perspec-
- m DANS. Firmly committed to the leadership and 
-;.;: hop programs, Milligan believes DANS can also assist 
dance community with new services, more marketing 

- :he development of a broader public profile. 
' !!TIS of a new direction for DANS are emerging: a re

:gned and informative newsletter is reaching an even 
· er audience; brochures and posters are distributed prov

. _-,vide; a performance art committee has been estab-

· en McGrail acknowledges the need for new types of as-
- nee and explains that the board, with Milligan, is discuss-
- and assessing how to help . "Our mandate remains the 
- . " he says. "What we want to determine is how to best 

the membership." 
ANS has been quietly undertaking an enormous task, 

-~ enormous success, for 10 years. Dance activity in Nova 
a is exciting and diverse, and the assistance and influence 
ANS is felt from amateur folk groups to professional 

- r theatre, from rural community centres to large dance 
ls in Halifax. 

~sit develops, Nova Scotia's dance community can be as
- _ . in DANS, of a responsible and supportive umbrella 
.:mization. The diverse needs of the province's dance com

. ry may be bewildering at times, but they will be met. As 
DANS poster reminds us, dance is for everyone. • 

to coast admired the dazzling choreography and costumes 
were designed by his wife, Irm Buchta). 
ta's contribution to the success of the program was re

in noted Canadian playwright John Grey's new work, 
esser's Jubilee, which recently received its premiere at the 
e Theatre in Halifax. Choreography for the show was 
by Linda Elliot, a former member of the Buchta 

years Buchta worked as a dancer, instructor, choreo
r and consultant throughout North America. He created 
syllabi and is internationally recognized for the Buchta 
of ballroom dance training. 

· work as executive director of DANS, he focused on the 
pment and implementation of the leadership training 

, a system which has been adapted to develop dance ac-
in many areas. 
ter Buchta's active presence in the Nova Scotia dance 
unity has been missed since his retirement. But his intlu
still felt, and to many he remains Mr. bance. 
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refresher course i 
ten's Work ♦ Point 

ainments • Variation ce ♦ e¢_cchetti Syllabi . 
,Somposition 

IANISTS SEMINAR 
forbsi11et accompanists 

· e22-23, 1985 
♦ 

Fofinfo'rmation contact the Registrar 
.The National Ballet School, Toronto, Canada, M4YlE4 

(416) 964-3780 
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our for the Future: 
wen Montague, Jeremy Ransom, 
ex Harrington and Serge Lavoie 

Pat Kaiser 

mong the men travelling rapidly upward through the 
ranks of the National Ballet of Canada are Owen 
Montague, Jeremy Ransom, Rex Harrington and 

ge Lavoie. The former two are second soloists; the latter 
~, members of the corps de ballet . All are in their early to 
i ·20s. All are products of the National Ballet School. 

part of its 1984 November season in Toronto, the 
·onal Ballet presented A Tribute to George Balanchine . The 
rks performed-Serenade, The Four Temperaments and 
phony in C-are group works, not star vehicles. None is 
property of one, two or three dancers. With Balanchine's 
eography there can be no weak cogs in the machine, or 

entire contraption falls apart. 
uring the week-long run of the Balanchine program, the 

:Tipany's corps members, soloists and principal dancers ex
ged roles and intermingled freely onstage. Owen Mon

ue shared the Phlegmatic variation in The Four T empera-
- irs with first soloist John Alleyne and a role in the first 

\·ement ( Allegro Vivo) of Symphony in C with principal 
"'"leers Gregory Osborne and Tomas Schramek. Jeremy 

om alternated with principal dancer Kevin Pugh in the 
lancholic variation from The Four Temperaments. Rex Har
ton partnered Karen Kain in the second movement ( Ada
of Symphony in C. 

··Ir was a different sort of'high' for us," says Serge Lavoie. 
1aybe on a level with the Nureyev appearance [in last year's 
eping Beauty anniversary], but not the same way. That was 
-~cl-back-and-admire sort of excitement. This was being 
::t of the excitement. We were the excitement." 
lavoie's manner might be that of a very casual neighbour 

..ning over the back fence. Harrington's is that of a forth-
- _::,nt, unguarded dramatist-a Heathcliff in oversized black 

: and coat, carrying his own '40s film noir lighting with 
ill. Ransom, often spotted at dance receptions with an ele-

- nt and generous swathing of scarf at his neck, is the true ro
.antic of the group-calm on the outside, something wor

-ro on the inside. 
:\nd then there is Owen Montague, who exudes an air of 
cticality and laid-back self-effacement. His words are 
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Owen Montague and Barbara Smith in L'Ile Inconmie, choreo
graphed by Constantin Patsalas . 
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Jeremy Ransom and Karyn Tessmer in Rudi van Dantzig's Four 
Last Songs, performed at the National Ballet School's 25th anniver
sary gala in November 1984. 

keen, sharp and measured; though you can almost hear the 
gears of calculation in action, a crafty, humorous edge fre
quently sneaks into his voice. 

Already an onstage master of what can only be called the 
underpiayed splash, he makes a regular habit of demonstrat
ing why he has made off with medals in international compe
tition. In 1979 he won a third in the junior division of the first 
International Ballet Competition in Jackson, Mississippi; two 
years later, a second in the junior division of the fourth 
Moscow International Ballet Competition, where he was also 
awarded the Moscow Ballet Prize of Excellence-a rare oc
currence for a non-Soviet dancer. 

Montague expresses little fondness for the Soviet flavour of 
life. "Moscow-I don't miss it! Officials and security look at 
you as if they might blast your head off. Out on the street the 
cars are all old, dark, 'S0s-looking. Women all wear the same 
dress. Just varying shades of dullness-same dress. No, thank 
you." 

He joined the National Ballet in 1982. In 1983 Alina Gil
diner of Toronto's Globe and Mail singled him out in Con
stantin Patsalas' Oiseaux Exotiques: "It was Montague's 
flawless solo of spiralling leaps and spins, performed with a 
strong, open spirit, that deservedly brought the house 
down." Of his performance as the jackal-headed Anubis in 
Glen Tetley's Sphinx, she wrote that it was "Montague's 
night" . 

In reviewing the National Ballet School's 25th anniversary 
celebration performance, Anna Kisselgoff of The New York 
T imes took note of his work as the slick and shady Gypsy in 
Susana's La Verbena (Gypsy Fair) and the Ballet Master in 
Bo momille's Conservatoire. She wrote of his "charismatic 

uic il ·er style". 

Montague manages rich portrayals in vignette-sized roles. 
executed with a minimum of fuss, and he has absolutely no 
explanation of where they come from, of how he builds 
them. Quizzed on the source of the compelling Gypsy in the 
Nathan Detroit fedora, he quips, "The hat. It came from the 
hat." 

He insists his characterizations are just beginning to de
velop. Speaking of the Gypsy, he explains: "We had only 
eight rehearsals at the most. [In that situation] I just run 
through the moves and don't worry too much about the fine 
points. I tend to do this all the time, concentrating on the 
steps, just the steps. Well, poor Susana was tearing her hair. 
telling me, 'It needs more characterization.' And all I sai 
was, 'You'll get it. Believe me, you'll get it.' " 

She got it. At the last minute. Montague shrugs. "When I 
went onstage, I knew the important thing was to have a good 
time with the role. So I did." So did the audience. 

He feels his first stab at Sphinx, truly an exercise in mini
malism, was "very weak-it didn't come out true until the 
second year. I'm at the point now where I can go out andjusr 
do what has to be done for the audience, to hold back noth
ing." 

Jeremy Ransom, who joined the company in 1980, i 
small, nimble, tidy-but no Wayne Sleep destined exclu
sively for Pucks, little brothers and general tiny-person-roles. 
His future as a leading man was secured with his 1982 appear
ance as Gennaro, opposite Sabina Allemann, in Peter Schau
fuss' production of Bournonville's Napoli. William Littler o 
the Toronto Star wrote of his debut: "A remarkable per
formance-full of the bravery of a 21-year-old corps member 
suddenly finding the spotlight and discovering his ability to 
hold it." 

"That light, breezy, throwaway Bournonville look. The 
first day of spring," Ransom recalls, a little wryly. "It nearly 
killed us. But it did make me lose my fear of being tired." 

He recalls his childhood: "I was very emotional. [Before 

Rex Harrington and Kim Lightheart in John McFall's Components. 

my ballet days] I found school a dismal experience. I foun 
the teacher really inadequate and I was more than willing to 

tell her so. I just wasn't an academic. 
"My first years boarding at the National Ballet School 

were horrible in terms of homesickness. I cried; I carried on: I 
ranted and raved. But ifI was asked, 'Do you want to stay?·. 
I' cl say, 'Absolutely.' Traumatized times." 
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' 1ontague, Ransom, Harrington and Lavoie all boarded at 
_ chool; none feels that it was a goldfish bowl existence, as 
.as often been called. According to Montague, "If any
·::, , it instilled an early sense of discipline and commitment 
: made us the envy of others. Eventually I figured that out. 

· Jarvis Collegiate, where we all went for science classes, 
· head past other students, 'normal people' on their way 
coming engineers or whatever. Of course we got the 

_ t looks. But then I realized these people hadn't had to 
h the decisions we had, and that's why we weren't liked. 

_ icnew what we were working towards, and they didn't 

-ubsequent time in Europe for each of the four marked a 
_ or surge in personal growth. Jeremy Ransom travelled on 

.-:=anada Council grant in 1979, and Europe turned into a 
· gnificent obsession- not simply in terms of dance, but a 
. cination for a different way of life. He returns there every 
. ..:-"at least once. I sell everything at the end of June, 
· er enough money together and just go." 

erge Lavoie joined a provincial company in Manchester, 
) and, in the wake of the 1981 Moscow Competition. "I 

' t really done that well, but I did get a prize for partner
=- [Martine Lamy]," he says, pl.eased. "And anyway, just 
_ experience of Moscow ... !" 
The Manchester company was hectic. "New pieces in the 
rks all the time, performing all the time. I had an Oberon 

- .aced on me in a three-act Midsummer Night's Dream.'' 
His strong partnering is inspiration for the creative abilities 

·· his peers. Fellow company member David Allan choreo
hed Khatchaturian Pas de Deux for Lavoie and Veronica 

• ant for the 1984 Bermuda Festival. 
·After being in the School for seven years, I was amazed at 
·,· naive I was," remarks Rex Harrington. "Europe really 

ed my eyes. I just hadn't known what the rest of the 
ce world was doing, the possibilities, what can exist." 

. evertheless, they all returned. Montague asserts: "We've 
much here, and I want to be part of it and I want to do 

mething for it." He knew he was joining the company at a 
~ cial time, with artistic director Alexander Grant's tenure 

ming to a close and Erik Bruhn's about to begin. There 
a certain insecure feeling of great expectations that was a 

- _mendous draw for him. 
Harrington, who joined the National Ballet later, "simply 

Erik's ideas". It was reason enough for him. His reflec
ns on Europe, however, make him tough on the home 
nt. He is fond of contemporary ballet and knows how the 

::-rawness of Toronto audiences threatens to straitjacket rep-
-orre. 

Toronto audiences, he states, "don't like challenges. Mixed 
rams are a challenge! And so they don't work here. People 

_-eel a plot, a synopsis on the book in front of them. They 
n't know what to do if there isn't a princess being kissed 
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awake. Not like in Europe. Not like in New York, either." 
And then he pauses, smiles and admits to an ambition 

shared by his colleagues. "Sure, I want to be the prince, too. 
Everyone wants to be the prince,"-and Harrington's mati
nee-idol looks make him a shoo-in for Albrecht-"but some
times I get annoyed when a Corsaire Pas de Deux gets all the 
crazed applause and the softer moments of an Albrecht or a 
Siegfried, which seem all that more important, don't get the 
deserved attention." 

There will always be cheers for the circus turns; there will 
always be those to whom dance is sport, a circle of airborne 
high jumps equivalent to the winning goal. But this younger 
generation of dancers seems to be seeking, and finding, most 

Serge Lavoie in the Khatchaturian Pas de Deux, choreographed by 
David Allan . 

of its satisfaction in princes of Denmark, rather than of the 
open track. 

Montague outlines his vision of the complete dancer: "Of 
course, no one style should dominate. I see it all as shadings. 
Shadings are so important, and no one is more vital than an
other in creating the complete picture. There's the aggressive 
side. Then, of course, there's the artistic, interpretive side at 
the opposite end. But there's everything in between, too
like a photograph, not black-black and white-white, but all 
those fine things in between that give detail and composition. 
That's what everyone here is going through right now. And 
we're no longer afraid of the light shades." 

"I think of us as a bunch of purists," says Ransom, "and I 
hope people are satisfied with that, because that's what's here. 
Me, I always wanted to be a clean, fine dancer, first and fore-

2205, 700 - 9th Street S.W., Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P 2B5 

;~ SUN·ERGOS 4t a company of theatre and dance 
~ .1 Robert Greenwood and Dana Luebke ( 403) 264-4621 
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most." Accordingly, he works towards emotional punch 
without fuss . In Rudi van Dantzig's Four Last Songs, Ran
som's expression changes little, his arms and hands engage in 
no theatrics as he loses his love. He merely gazes after his 
partner a scant extra second, with an almost imperceptible tilt 
to his head, and it's enough. 

In considering his Melancholic variation in The Four Tem
peraments , Ransom speaks of the necessity of "holding back'. 
in his interpretation of the single male figure who periodically 
slumps to the floor, head bowed. "I worried, 'Oh no, I'm 
going overboard. This isn't Camille! Just do the steps.' " 

He cites Erik Bruhn, Ivan Nagy and Anthony Dowell as 
ideals . "All cool dancers, not tricksters, nothing extra. But 
theatre beings, nonetheless." 

Lavoie, very much a devotee ofRudolfNureyev, sees him
self "as a more athletic sort of dancer-my build dictates it'" 
and judges it both a strength and a weakness. "It's hard to be
come 'soft'. A little too athletic at times when I need to come 
across as refined." Recalling his work in Four Last Songs at the 
School's anniversary performance, he insists, "That's where I 
especially need to develop ." 

"Dowell-very much Dowell. And Bortoluzzi," says Har
rington thoughtfully. But he does not see himself as a classi
cist-"not at all". He recognizes his partnering skills , a 
strength prominent enough that he has found himself part
nering Karen Kain in such works as Oiseaux Exotiques and 
The Four Temperaments. Last fall they danced the balcony pas 
de deux from Romeo and Juliet in performance with the 
Hamilton Philharmonic. 

Roles that hinge strongly on acting, as well as partnering, 
interest him, and he refers to John Cranko's Romeo as some
thing "I could really sink my teeth into" . His distaste for roles 
relying on splashy pyrotechnics likely is linked to his insecu
rity about his technical level. 

Earlier in his trainmg, Harrington had visions of becoming 
a contemporary dancer. "I figured I wouldn't have to spend 
all my time buried in double tours, entrechats six and so on , 
having to pound them out, over and over. But the technique 
is becoming more, and I'm beginning to enjoy myself on
stage." 

He recalls his surprise upon discovering he was cast in the 
National Ballet's upcoming production of the third act of 
Raymonda. "It's pure classical," he says in disbelief. "Now, I 
enjoyed the Balanchine evening; it's neo-classical stuff 
There's control, but it isn't so rigid. You can throw yourself 
around. But Raymonda!" He shakes his head and laughs. "Oh 
well, I'm game for anything." 

They can all be game for anything, because their boss, Erik 
Bruhn, is. In Bold Steps, a recent television documentary 
about the National Ballet, Bruhn said of the company, "The 
potential was there; it needed a little push." 

This season, with the acquisition of Realm from David 
Earle, one of the co-founders of Toronto Dance Theatre, and 
Blue Snake by Robert Desrosiers, a graduate of the National 
Ballet School, Bruhn is introducing new choreography fro m 
outside the boundaries of the ballet vocabulary into the com
pany's repertoire. 

Montague is ready and willing. "Desrosiers' ideas are so in
credible, so beyond ... anything," he says, nearly at a loss 
for words. "All I can say is that all of it can only add; it can't 
takeaway."• 

Photographs courtesy of the National Ballet ef Canada and the a
tional Ballet School. 
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Review: Books 

Deep Song: The Dance Story of Martha Graham 
Ernestine Stodelle 
·rmer Books (Collier-MacMillan Canada, Inc.), 1984 

• ·-iewed by Leland Windreich 

!."11 years after the publication of Don McDonagh's biogra
':,' of Martha Graham, Ernestine Stodelle offers a different 

d of study, with a more mature insight. A former 
umphrey-Weidman dancer and, since 1929, a witness to 
raham's creative evolution, Stodelle focuses on Graham's 
orks , making use of her own excellent memory and that of 
any colleagues. 
She is surely the critic best equipped to assess the revivals ot 
raham's dances and to demonstrate differences, at various 
mts in time, in both style and attack. 
A few of Graham's works are described in detail, and one 
. gs for more studies of dances now rarely seen. The influ
ces and contributions of three men in Graham's personal 
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and professional spheres-composer Louis Horst, dancer 
Erick Hawkins and designer-sculptor Isamu Noguchi-are 
studied in depth. There are lively accounts of Graham's colla
borations with the ballet establishment. 

Deep Song will answer many questions posed by the 
scholar and will serve the uninitiated better than anything on 
Martha Graham now in print. 

The Physics of Dance 
by Kenneth Laws, with photographs by Martha Swope 
Schirmer Books (Collier-MacMillan Canada, Inc.), 1984 

Reviewed by Mary Jago 

For years people have tried to analyze how it is that male 
dancers seem to be able to hover in the air while jumping, or 
how it is that female dancers can jump, balance and do mul-
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by 
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et INTERPRETATION 
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et \es travau x ecrit 
peuvent etre presentes 

en Frarn;:ais ou en Angla is 
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DANCE 
SUMMER85 
FALL/WINTER 85/86 

FEATURING: 

• Four-year degree programs in performance (BFA) 
or dance studies (BA) 

• Daily study in ballet and modern techniques; 
specialized courses in history, criticism, dance 
therapy, teaching, notation, composition, 
repertory 

• Graduate Studies (MFA) in dance history and 
criticism 

• Special summer courses and workshops (credit 
and non-credit); May to August. 

For further information, contact: 

Room 240, Department of Dance, Faculty of Fine 
Arts, York University, 4700 Keele Street, Downsview, 
Ontario, Canada M3J 1 P3 
Telephone: (416) 667-3243 

WADDINGTON'S 

DANCE WEAR & 
THEATRICAL SUPPLIES SHOP 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

RECITAL COSTUMES 

Flexatard Leotards • Capezio Shoes 
Ballet Shoes • Make Up 
DANSKIN Leotards • Tights 
Gamba Pointe Shoes • Character Shoes 
Gymnastic Shoes • Tap Shoes 
Highland Shoes • Batons 

Three Toronto Locations 

4920 Yonge St. (N. ofSheppard) 221-0609 
2126 Bloor St. W., (E. of Runnymede) 766-0392 
117 Danforth Ave. (E. of Broadview) 465-6367 

tip le turns en pointe. The simple answer is good dance train
mg. 

In The Physics of Dance, Kenneth Laws analyzes classica.: 
ballet technique and breaks it down into equations which, un
fortunately, mean nothing to a dancer or teacher who does 
not have a background in physics. 

Certainly one should never close the door on learning an 
attempting to understand new perspectives in classical dance. 
because ultimately this is how the art form is enriched . o 
doubt, the greater the teacher's knowledge and understand
ing, the higher the quality of dance passed on to the dancer. 
But Law's revelations are too esoteric for most. 

For those in the medical profession with an interest in 
dancers, their training and their injuries, however, this boo· 
would be most beneficial reading. One weakness in classica.. 
dance is the limitation in the understanding of dancers' inju
ries. In his detailed analyses of dance movements, Laws ex
plains how these movements work-and what happens when 
they don't. A mistake or a minor misjudgment often leads tc 

injury. Dancers' muscles, ligaments and tendons are so finel: 
tuned that they really do require special treatment and care. 

While the medical profession has made great strides in 
diagnosing and treating dancers' injuries, knowledge of the 
causes of these injuries remains limited. This is where Tht 
Physics of Dance could prove most useful. 
(Mary Jago, a former principal dancer with the National Ballet <!,· 
Canada, joined the company's artistic staff as ballet mistress iii 
1984.) 

Dancing, A Journal Devoted to the Terpsichorean Art, 
Physical Culture and Fashionable Entertainments 
A facsimile reprint. 
Press of Terpsichore Limited, 1984 

Reviewed by Cliff Collier 

It is often stated that the journals of a period are the best re
sources for researching the interests and trends of their time. 
It is in the periodical that the newest theories are introduced
and their pros and cons thoroughly debated-usually long be
fore books on the subject appear in print. 

As popular as dancing was in the 18th and 19th centuries. 
there was not to be a journal devoted exclusively to the sub
ject until near the end of the 19th century. The history of the 
dance journal is still vague, but it appears that Dancing was 
one of the first of its kind, and certainly the firs t in Great Bri
tain. 

This scarcely known journal does not appear in any of the 
standard reference books or major bibliographies-including 
the dance researcher's "bible", The Dictionary Catalog of the 
New York Public Library Dance Collection. But a full run of 
Dancing, in excellent condition, was discovered in a second
hand book shop in England and has been reproduced, in fac
simile, by Toronto's Press of Terpsichore . 

The dance personalities of the time emerge from its pages . 
Some are well-known, even today; others are now lost in ob
scurity-like Robert Morris Crompton, the editor of Danc
ing, about whom, outside of these pages, little can be found. 

For the dance researcher, the re-appearance of Dancing is a 
boon, and publisher Bob Williams has made it more so with 
the addition of six indices, allowing easy access to the names 
and subjects m entioned within. One can look for ballrooms 
or bands, dance titles, ballets or the names of those who 
danced or choreographed them.• 

Dance in Canada Spring 1985 



t's Dancing 
ritten and directed by Jack Haley Jr 

duced by David NivenJr and Jack Haley Jr 
GM-UA, 1985 

·iewed by Michael Crabb 

One of the 
high points 
in That's 
Dancing
Ginger 
Rogers and 
Fred Astaire 
in "Pick 
Yourself 
Up", a 
number from 
Swing Time . 

• y the magic of Hollywood could turn something as po
~ rially promising as a compilation of dance on film into 

mething as inherently tedious as That's Dancing. It comes 

ca 
FASHION & DANCE 
FOOTWEAR 
BODYWEAR 
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from MGM-UA, which brought us That's Entertainment and 
That's Entertainment: Part Two. Make no mistake, however; 
this latest foray into the film archives of Tinsel Town and 
beyond is not entertaining. 

Where its predecessors had no more exalted aim than to re
call some of the great moments of Hollywood musicals, 
That's Dancing aspires to the level of a genuine documentary, 
complete with high-minded narration by the likes of Gene 
Kelly (who also served as the film's executive producer), 
Mikhail Baryshnikov and Sammy Davis Jr. 

The real core of That's Dancing-given its provenance-is, 
naturally, the Hollywood musical. Since, however, many of 
the most celebrated dance routines from that rich cinematic 
motherlode had already been mined for the two That's Enter
tainment films, That's Dancing often has to make do with 
scraps or second-best. For example, instead of Gene Kelly 
doing his fabulous solo to the title song from Singin' in the 
Rain, we have an amusing, but not nearly so memorable al
ternative in the same movie's "Moses" number, with Kelly 
and Donald O'Connor. 

There are, in fact, a number of high points in That's Danc
ing which, if freed from Jack Haley's awkward attempts to 
give order and significance to a disparate collection of dance 
routines, would be amusing enough to watch: Shirley Tem
ple and Bill "Bojangles" Robinson in an improvised number 
from The Littlest Rebel; Eleanor Powell spinning like crazy in 
Broadway Melody of 1936; and, needless to say, the divine Fred 
and Ginger doing just about anything. 

It's when That's Dancing tries to make intellectual sense of 
itself that it becomes a bore. A strained section entitled "The 

Bayview Village 
225-4400 

70 Bloor Street West (at Bay) 
920-1006 

The Eaton Centre 
593-1001 

Towne & Countrye Square 
221-3400 

Yorkdale Shopping Centre 
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?~ 
Bayview Village 

229-4400 
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[fl Quinte Dance Centre 

Brian Scott, LISTD, Artistic Director 
Faculty and guests: 

Len Stepanick 
Bella Kovarsky 
Debbie Wilson 
Joanne Nisbet 
Victoria Bertram 

Karen Kain 
Nadia Potts 
Billyann Balay 
Hazaros Surmeyan 
Jacques Gorrissen 

1985 Summer School, Box 534, 
Belleville, Ontario KSN 582 

World of Ballet", despite snippets of Loie Fuller, Isadora 
Duncan and Anna Pavlova, seems quite out of place. How 
can Fonteyn and Nureyev, captured onstage in Le Corsaire (in 
a clip from An Evening with the Royal Ballet), look anythin 
but a little ridiculous up against dance designed specifically foI" 
the film medium? After all, Busby Berkeley raised vulgarity 
and bad taste to the level of true art. 

Dance lovers, of course, will want to see That's Dancing
and rightly so . Ballet dancers and modern dancers alike have 
much to learn about sheer artistry from sonJ-e of the old 
Broadway and Hollywood hoofers. For the general audience. 
however, a string of dance routines-however brilliant, indi
vidually-becomes tedious when the numbers are removed 
from their context as part of that fragile confection known as 
the film musical. • 

LONDON 
Academy of Dance and Theatre Arts 

Member 
RO\·al Acad emy 

of Dancing. 
lmrcrial Society . 
Canad ian Dance 

Teache r, 
F.HAT.D. 

Residential 
Summer School 

July 

TRAINING TO PROFESSIO NAi. STA NDARD BY HICHI.Y 
Ql 'Al.lFIED STAFF 

432 Wate rloo Street London. Ont . N6B 2P2 (5 19) 439-8961 

THE NATIONAL TAP DANCE COMPANY OF CANADA 

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR: WILLIAM ORLOWSKI 

PRESENTS A WORKSHOP WITH 

PAUL DRAPER 

May 6-17, 1985 

For further information, call ( 416) 968-2276 

This Workshop is made possible through the Training Projects Assistance Program of the Ontario Arts 
Council and the Visiting Foreign Artists Program administered by The Canada Council in co-operation with 

the Department of External Affairs. 
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.b. What's New and What's Happening ... People, Performances and Exhibits. 

:-.e Dance in Canada Association and 
.;.nee Nova Scotia (DANS) will serve 
co-hosts for the 13th annual Dance 
Canada Conference, to be held in 

ilifax, June 25-30. 

sponsored by the Dance in Canada 
...:sociation and the Canadian Associa

n of Professional Dance Organiza
ns (CAPDO), the Dancer Transi-

·on Project has been established in 
-:--o ronto. A seven-month implementa-
- n period has been made possible 

ough grants from the Department of 
-ommunications, the Canada Council, 

e Ontario Arts Council and the Laid
.._ .v Foundation. 

The Dancer Transition Project is 
.=ected by Joysanne Sidimus, a former 
-rincipal dancer with the National Bal
e · of Canada, and aims to establish a 
- rmanent centre which will provide a 

ariety of services and resources (in
. uding career counselling, aptitude 
· ring, retraining grants, career-re

rch libraries and dance-related job 
rings) for dancers whose performing 

_-:ireers have come to an end. 
Experts-many of them former 

..:ancers-from Canada and the United 
-:ates will assemble in Toronto, April 
2-13, for a conference focusing on ca

-eer transition for dancers. 
Further information is available from 

· e Dancer Transition Project, 834 
Yonge Street , Suite 206, Toronto, On
:.ario M4W 2H1. (416) 928-9177 . 

e third National Choreographic 
Seminar will be held at Simon Fraser 
· ·ruversity in British Columbia, May 
: -June 22, 1985. 

Sponsored by the Dance in Canada 
. ssociation and the University's Centre 
:or the Arts, the seminar is being orga
::rized by Grant Strate, director of the 
Centre. 

Robert Cohan, director of London 
Contemporary Dance Theatre, will re
:um as one of the choreographic direc
~ors. Composer Michael J. Baker will 
:x musical director. 

The dancers, choreographers, com
?()Sers, musicians and actors chosen to 
.articipate in the seminar will spend 
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Karen Jamieson Dance Company will appear at Montreal's International Festival of 
New Dance in September. 

four weeks in residence at the Centre, 
involved in the development of new 
works. 

Previous choreographic seminars 
have been held at Toronto's York Uni
versity (1978) and the Banff Centre 
(1980) . 

Maria Formolo will perform her solo 
program, The Beast Under the Bed ( or 
... Little Girls Aren't What They Used 
To Be), at Dancers Studio West in Cal
gary, May 4, and the Chinook Theatre 
in Edmonton, ,May 23-26. 

This summer's Festival of the Arts at the 
Banff Centre will feature perform
ances of John Cranko's Pineapple Poll; 
Canto Indio and Double Quartet, by 
Brian Macdonald (head of the Centre's 
summer dance program); and a new 
work by Constantin Patsalas, winner of 
the 1985 Clifford E . Lee Choreography 
Award. 

Among the international faculty 
members announced for the summer 
dance program are Laura Alonso 
(Cuba), Dierdre Tarrant (New Zea
land), Rhett Dennis (United States) and, 
from Canada, Susan Toumine, Kathryn 
Brown, Clinton Rothwell and Annette 
av Paul. 

The Y evshan Ukrainian Folk Ballet 
Ensemble of Saskatoon is celebrating 
its 25th anniversary this year. 

This year's spring tour itinerary for the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet included two 
new stops: Yellowknife, in the North
west T erritories, and Anchorage, 
Alaska. 

During the March season in Winni
peg, the company was scheduled to 
present its first performances of 
Maurice Bejart's Song of a Wayfarer , fea
turing guest artist Jean Charles Gil, a 

di .L. 

Nicola Norberg Follows, chairman of the 
1986 Dance in Canada Conference, to be 
held in Vancouver. 
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oronto 
......,ncewear 

entre 
Leader in Dance Fashions 

Footwear. Legwear and Bodywear 
For Dance. Theatre and Gymnastics by 

Capezio® 
1922 Avenue Road Toronto, Ontario 

MSM 4Al • <416> 782-2292 

, 'Wlt~chool 
l nee BRANKSOME HALL 

JULY 1 · JULY 26, 1985 

DIANA JABLOKOVA-VORPS, Artistic Director 

FACULTY: 
HAZAROS SURMEYAN 

The National Ballet of Canada 
LORNA GEDDES 

The National Ballet of Canada 
CHRISTOPHE DONOVAN 
Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal 

BERND JUCHE 
Toronto Regional Ballet Company 

MARCIA CROSSLEY 
Toronto Regional Ballet Company 

Classes for all levels of professionally 
oriented dance students, 8 yrs. & up. 

RfS/OfNCf ACCOMMODATIONS 

FOR BROCHURE WRIT£ TO: 
Carl D. Vorps, General Manager, 

Toronto Summer School in Dance, 
15 Armour Boulevard, 

Toronto, Ontario Canada M5M 389 
(416) 782-2292 • (416) 489-7597 

Members of Contemporary Dancers Canada in Dan Wagoner's In Spiked Sonata . 
In May the company will present the Festival of Canada Modern Dance in Winnipeg. 

principal dancer with Roland Petit's 
Ballet National de Marseille. 

Soloist Mark Lanham, a bronze 
medal winner at the second Interna
tional Ballet Concours in Tokyo and 
the International Ballet Competition in 
Jackson, Mississippi, has been pro
moted to principal dancer. Prior to join
ing the Royal Winnipeg Ballet in 1984, 
he danced with Ballet El Paso, the San 
Francisco Ballet and Ballet West. 

Margie Gillis, Desrosiers Dance 
Theatre, Karen Jamieson Dance 
Company, 0 Vertigo Danse, 
Toronto Dance Theatre, Judith 
Marcuse Dance Projects and Con
temporary Dancers Canada are 
scheduled to perform at the Festival of 
Canadian Modern Dance, to be held in 
Winnipeg, May 15-25. The Festival is 
being presented by Contemporary 
Dancers Canada. 

As part of its Dance and Community 
Awareness Program, Spindrift Dance 
Theatre appeared at various locations 
in the Kingston, Ontario, region during 
February and March. The objective of 
the company's artistic director, Charles 
Mathieu Brunelle: to bring modern 
dance to audiences who had not been 
exposed to this art form previously. 
Funding for the program came from a 
Canada Works Grant. 

Dancemakers celebrates its 10th anni
versary season with performances at 
Toronto's Premiere Dance Theatre in 
April. The company will present new 
works by Carol Anderson and Conrad 

Alexandrowicz, plus a revival of Anna 
Blewchamp's Arrival of All Time. 
Among guest artists will be former 
company directors Andrea Smith, Pa
tricia Miner and Peggy Smith Baker. 

Following the Toronto engagement. 
Dancemakers begins a European tour 
which will include performances in 
Paris (as part of Danse Ontario Au
jourd'hui), Clermont-Ferrand, Cardiff. 
Stirling, Darlington and Dundee. 

Toronto Dance Theatre will make its 
debut at the Brooklyn Center for the 
Performing Arts in New York, April 

Onstage following a performance of The 
Tin Soldier given by the National Tap 
Dance Company of Canada at the 1985 
Bermuda Festival: (left to right) Lady Mary 
Dunrossil; Viscount Dunrossil, Governor 
of Bermuda; Heather Ronald and William 
Orlowski of the National Tap Dance 
Company; Viscountess Dunrossil; and 
Steve Dymond, executive director of the 
Dance in Canada Association. 

Dance in Canada Spring 1985 



The National Ballet of Canada in Robert Desrosier's Blue Snake, designed by Jerrard 
mi th. The work received its premiere during the company's winter season in Toronto. 

17-21. The company will open the The National Ballet of Canada re
Center's Dance Canada Festival. turns to Europe this spring for a six

Canadian Children's Dance Theatre 
is scheduled to present new works by 
Pam Tate, Murray Darroch and De
borah Lundmark during its annual sea
son at Toronto's Winchester Street 
Theatre in April. 

Jeff Hyslop has been cast in this year's 
Stratford Festival production of The 
Pirates of Penzance, directed and chore
ographed by Brian Macdonald. The 
production opens at the Avon Theatre 
in late May. 

Dance in Canada Spring 1985 

week tour, with performances in Lux
embourg (May 13-14), Berlin (May 
17-18), Ludwigshafen (May 20-22), Le
verkusen (May 23), Weisbaden (May 
25-26), Zurich (May 28-29), Stuttgart 
Qune 2-3), Munich Qune 6-7), Milan 
Qune 11-18) and Amsterdam Qune 21-
22). 

Repertoire for the tour includes Don 
Quixote, choreographed by Nicholas 
Beriozoff and newly designed by Des
mond Heeley; Terry Westmoreland's 
new staging of Raymonda Act III; L'Ile 
Inconnue and Canciones, by resident 

SUMMER CHOREOGRAPHIC 
WORKSHOP 

WITH MAJOR CANADIAN 
CHOREOGRAPHERS AND ARTISTIC 

DIRECTORS: 

PETER BONEHAM (LE GROUPE) 
AND 

CAROL ANDERSON (DANCEMAKERS) 

AUGUST 6-31, 1985 
AT 

LE GROUPE DE LA PLACE ROYALE 
130 SPARKS STREET, OTTAWA 

MODERN TECHNIQUE CLASSES 
VIDEO 

LIVE MUSICIANS 

ENROLLMENT LIMITED TO 
20 PRE-PROFESSIONAL & PROFESSIONAL. 

REGISTER EARLY!!!! 

WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE ONTARIO ARTS COUNCIL • 
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Name ___________ _ 

Street ___________ _ 
City ___________ _ 

State ______ Zip ___ _ 

SMW Communications, Inc. 
University Mall, Suite 2 

803 Russell Blvd., Davis, CA 95616, U.S.A. 

The 
George 
Brown 
College 

* 

School 
of Dance Lois Smith 

Artistic Director 

carefully designed and graded 
programs for the 

professional, pre-professional 
and non-professional student 

curriculum includes: 
Ballet 

Pointe Modern 
Pas de Deux Repertoire 

Character 
jazz 

for further information and 
audition dates 

contact the School of Dance 
George Brown College 

P.O. Box 1015, Station B 
Toronto, Ontario 

CANADA M5T 2T9 
Telephone (416) 363-9945 
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CHOO CHIAT GOH 
Artistic Director 

PROFESSIONAL 
TRAINING COMPANY 

Dancers presently working 
with international guest masters 
and choreographers. 

Interested applicants for com
pany should send letter and 
dance experience to Academy. 

The Academy supports quali
fied dancers' living & class 
expenses. 

GOtt BALLET ACADtMi 
2345 MAIN, VANCOUVER, B.C V5T 3C9 

16041 872-4014 

DANCE 
MANAGER'S 
HANDBOOK 

A guide to the 
organization and 

administration of small 
dance companies. 

A project of the Dance in 
Canada Association. 

Members of Nova Dance Theatre in Jeanne Robinson's Grecia, to be presented during 
the company's spring performances in Halifax. 

choreographer Constantin Patsalas; 
Glen Tetley's Sphinx; Components, by 
John McFall; and Kenneth MacMillan's 
Elite Syncopations. 

The company has announced plans 
for its 1985-86 performances at 
Toronto's O'Keefe Centre. Repertoire 
for the fall season includes Don Quixote 
( with guest artists Cynthia Gregory and 
Fernando Bujones of American Ballet 
Theater), L' Ile Inconnue, Sphinx, Elite 
Syncopations and Onegin (with guest ar
tist Reid Anderson of the Stuttgart Bal
let). 

A highlight of the February season 

will be the world premiere of a new 
work by Glen Tetley. La Bayadere Act II 
and La Fille Mal Gardie will also be pre
sented. 

The world premiere of a new work 
by Danny Grossman will be featured 
during the spring season, which begins 
April 30. The company will also per
form The Dream and Swan Lake (with 
guest artist Jonas Kage of the Zurich 
Ballet). 

Two programs were scheduled for 
March performances by Les Grands 
Ballets Canadiens in Montreal. On the 

Dance in Canada Spring 1985 



:irst weekend, March 21-23: James 
• r udelka 's new production of Dracula, 
·· aturing guest artist Margie Gillis; a 
. ew piece by Christopher House; Linda 

abin's Avec Brahms; Nobody's Business, 
y Danny Grossman; and Pour Brad, a 
vork by former principal dancer Ed
vard Hillyer that was first performed at 

::he July 1983 choreographic workshop. 
n the second weekend, March 28-30: 

Terry Westmoreland's new staging of 
aymonda Act III; Seascape, by Judith 

. farcuse; and Brian Macdonald's Find
zg5. 

The company will travel to Europe 
• ·s summer, performing at Spoleto's 

estival of Two Worlds Ouly 4-7) and the 
.\thens Festival Ouly 11-14). 

Susan Macpherson will perform at the 
C entre Pompidou in Paris during 
.\pril. 

Brian Macdonald has been invited to 
\1oscow as a jury member for the fifth 
lnternational Ballet Competition, to be 
eldJune 10-27. 

The first International Festival of New 
Dance will be held in Montreal, Sep-

was very pleased to read about the gift 
- the Russian ballet costume to the 
oyal Ontario Museum [Dance in Can-

, Issue Number 42]. Mrs. Potts is to 
commended for her conscientious 

ct in ensuring the preservation of this 
1ece of dance history. 

I am writing to express my concern 
· r the impending loss of our own the
:rical dance heritage. 

Canadian theatrical dance first <level
ed a profile 50 years ago when Boris 

·olkoff and his company were asked to 
• pear at the 1936 Olympic Dance Fes

:: ·al in Berlin. The growth and devel-
pment of dance over the next two de

: des was outstanding, culminating in 
:: e Canadian Ballet Festivals held from 
48 to 1953. Canadian choreographers 
-esented over 100 original works, 
.any using original music scores , in 
e period between 1930 and 1950. T his 
as the period when the foundations 
r what is now a flourishing Canadian 

ce scene were established. 
There are numerous horror stories of 
t sets, costumes, choreographic 
tes, programs, films, photographs, 
-. Valuable artifacts were lost in the 
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tember 19-29, 1985. Among interna
tional companies scheduled to appear 
are Germany's Wuppertal Tanz
theater, directed by Pina Bausch; the 
Merce Cunningham Dance Com
pany from New York; and Tokyo's 
Muteki Sha Dance Company. 
Choreographers to be featured include 
London's Ian Spink and Karole Ar
mitage of New York. 

Canadian participants announced in
clude Jean-Pierre Perrault; LA LA 
LA Human Steps, directed by 
Edouard Lock; Desrosiers Dance 
Theatre; Fortier Danse-Creation; 
and Vancouver's Karen Jamieson 
Dance Company. 

Nova Dance Theatre will present its 
spring season at the Dalhousie Arts 
Centre in Halifax, April 25-27. The 
program will feature new works by 
Francine Boucher and artistic director 
Jeanne Robinson. Two works from the 
company's repertoire-Pontoon, by 
Duncan Holt, and House Pets, by Jen
nifer Mascall- will also be performed. 

Following its Halifax appearance, the 
company will tour Nova Scotia, Prince 
Edward Island and New Brunswick. • 

devastating fires in the Winnipeg Bal
let's storage rooms (1951) and in Boris 
Volkoffs studio (1972). 

At this moment, Nesta Tournine, 
who directed and choreographed for 
the Ottawa Classical Ballet Company, 
is being forced to vacate her studio. Her 
storage room is filled with sets, props 
and costumes that go back to the late 
'40s. There is nowhere to store these ir
replaceable items. 

What is required to stop any further 
losses is a National Dance Archive, 
where our dance heritage can be pre
served and made available to Canadian 
dance writers and researchers and the 
general public. The task is formidable; 
however, if we are not to deprive fu
ture generations of their roots, action 
must be taken swiftly to ensure that our 
theatrical dance history is secured. 

I am preparing an action plan with 
the aim of initiating a drive to found a 
National Dance Archive, and would be 
pleased to hear from any Dance in Can
ada readers who would be interested in 
pursuing this vitally important project. 

Lawrence Adams 
Toronto, Ontario 

LES ATELIERS DE 
DANSE MODERNE DE 

MONTREAL INC. 
(formerly Linda Rabin 

Danse Moderne) 

SPRING SESSION 
April 15- June 28 

-modern technique-all levels 
-Ballet, Contact Improvisation 

( Barre au Sol) 
Guest Teachers : Kathryn Brown , 

Pat Miner 
Full time program beginning Sept. 
'85 thru June '86 

Summer Schedule begins July 8 
thru Aug. 23 with a 3 week intensive 
session July 8-26 , incl. Mod Tech., 
Ballet, Floor Barre, Alexander Tech. 
and other workshops. 
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For information call ( 514) 866-9814. 
Les ateliers de danse de Montreal Inc. 
372 Ste. Catherine ouest, #324 
Montreal, Que. 
Permis d'enseignement #749751 

625 Yonge Street, 
Toronto tel. 922 -1771 

ST/JIii 
tvi•l)E"~ t,AWCk-

SUMMER COURSE 
MIL TON MYERS 
July 1-July 19 

April 22 -Nancy Ferguson 
(Composition/Improvisation) 

July 1-19 -Kim Puil 
(Beginners/Modern/ Intensive) 

July 1-19 -Milton Myers 
(Elementary Technique/ 
Advanced Technique/. 
Repertoire Class) 

PERFORMANCES 
"Sunday in the Studio" i..'eries 
May 25 & 26, 6 P.M. 
July 21, 2 P.M.-Guest Artist: Milton 
Myers 

For further information 
contact Larisa Pavlychenko 
922-1771 
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Dance at a Glance 
Anna Wyman School of Dance Arts 
1705 Marine Dr. West, Vancouver, BC V7V !JS. 
Contemporary, ballet, jazz, dance exercise. Children's 
training program and adult classes. (604) 926-6535. 

Ballet, Etc. . . P. 0. Box 351, Charlottetown, 
P.E.I. CIA 7K7, 902-894-4608. Ballet, Jazz, RAD 
classes, Performing Company. 

Bayview School of Ballet under the direction of 
Bella Kovarsky. Ballet (Russian Method) character 
and Jazz. AU levels. 130 Willowdale Ave. , Toronto. 
(416) 222-5111. 

Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, 
Canadian College of Dance, 
Ryerson Theatre School. Teacher training course. 
Coaching for RAD and !STD exams. 350 Victoria 
Street , Toronto MSB 2K3, 595-5086. 

Centre of Movement 
171 Hampton Ave., Toronto M4K 2Z3, 466-9549. 
Private sessions, classes & workshops. Teacher/ Direc
tor: Leslie French. 

Concordia University 
7141 Sherbrooke St . West, Montreal, Quebec 
H4B 1R6 Developing Programme in Modern dance 
& Creativity in scholastic year. Professor Elizabeth 
Langley . Tel: (514) 879-5803. 

Jim Dawson Photowork. Promotional photogra
phy for performers and organizations. Resume and 
portfolio shots; poster, brochure, publicity. Studio 2, 
2 Boulton Ave., Toronto, Ont. M4M 2J3. (416) 465-
6716. 

Diana Jablokava-Vorps School of Classical Bal
let-Kirov method. Art. Dir. : Toronto Regional Bal
let and Toronto Summer School in Dance. 256 Wil
son Ave., Downsview , Ontario M3H 1S6. (416) 
489-7597. 

Ecole Dansepartout 
336 rue du Roi, C. P. 3158, Succ. St-Roch, Quebec, 
Quebec, GlK 6Y2. (418) 525-4657. Danse classique, 
danse moderne, jazz, danse creative, ateliers, pro
gramme de formation professionnelle. 

Ecole de Danse Pointepienu. 
Programme de formation professionnelle ballet classi
que, danse moderne, directeur Claude. Champoux. 
5415 Chemin Queen Mary, Montreal, Quebec 
H3X 1 Vl. (514) 487-5622. 
Classical ballet and modern classes . For information: 
Ecole de danse Pointepienu, 5415 Chemin Queen 
Mary, Montreal, Q uebec H3X 1 Vl. (514) 487-5622. 

Edmonton School of Ballet 
General and professional programme, 7330-113th St., 
Edmonton, Alta. T6G 1L6. 

Goh Ballet Academy 
Classical ballet, jazz, character. Pre-school to adult. 
Professional training program and company. Four 
new studios in Vancouver, B.C. (604) 872-4014/872-
4220. 

Lauren Goldhamer Studio-Bartenieff Movement 
Fundamentals 
A Laban based body therapy programme that helps 
you achieve efficiency, ease and co-ordination within 
your style or technique. Reduces residual tension and 
strain. 
Also-Dance & Exercise; Children's Creative Dance 
and Dance Technique. 
Director: Lauren Goldhamer, Certified Movement 
Analyst, 419 College Street , Toronto. 363-0148. 

Grant MacEwan Community College 
Edmonton Alberta, 2 year diploma in dance or dance 
teacher training. Nationally renowned instructors. 
Call 1-403-483-2331. 

Le Groupe de la Place Royale. Complete modern 
da.nce prognrn. Beginner to Professional levels. 

Spring. Fall & Winter Sessions and Annual Summer 
School. 130 Sparks Street, Ottawa. (613) 235-1492. 

London Academy of Dance and Theatre Arts. 
Dorothy Scruton, Principal, Training to professional 
standard by highly qualified staff 432 Waterloo St. , 
London, Ont. N6B 2P2. (519) 439-8%1. 

Les Ballets Jazz, Ecole Superieure 
1231 St. Catherine St. W. (514) 849-6071. Montreal, 
Quebec H3G l PS. Ministry of Education Permit 
#749889. Jazz, Classical, T ap. Prof. Adv. int . Beg. 
Scholarships. 
Founders: Genevieve Salbaing, Eva von Gencsy. 

Lois Smith 
George Brown College School of Dance 
200 King Street East, Toronto. (416) 363-9945. Ballet, 
Pointe, Character, Modern, Jazz, Juniot, Senior and 
Adult Classes . Two-year diploma program-profes
sional level. 

Lumitrol Limited 
Spotlights, Dimmers, Curtains, Supplies, Professional 
System design, rentals, sales. 253 Merton St. , 
Toronto, Ontario M4S 1A7. (416) 485-4817. 

Main Dance Place 
Gisa Cole, Helen Evans, Nicola Norberg Follows, 
Andrea Porter. Daily classes & studio rentals. 2214 
Main Street, Vancouver, B. C. VST 3C7. (604) 87-
GRACE. 

Mount Royal College School of Dance-the offi
cial school of the Alberta Ballet Company in 
Calgary. Contact: Faculty of Continuing Education 
& Extension, Mount Royal College, 4825 Richard 
Road, S.W., Calgary, Alta . T3E 6K6. (403) 240-6012. 

Sheila Nixon Teaches Jazz 
A thorough Dance Technique Performance-Oriented 
for Musical Theatre. 18 Adelaide W. 532-1602. 

Ontario Ballet Theatre 
Performing Oct. 25- April 30. For information call: 
656-9568 . . 

Ontario School of Ballet and Related Arts 
1069 St. Clair Avenue West (midway between Oak
wood and Dufferin), Toronto , Ont. M6E 1A6, 
Phone: 656-9568. Registrations accepted 4 terms per 
year. 

PEI Ballet Association 
Ballet & Jazz/Modern Divisions. All levels. 4 teaching 
centres. Information: 902-894-7984 or 902-436-5302. 
P.O. Box 2384, Charlottetown, PEI, Cl A SC!. 

Russian Academy of Classical Ballet Ltd. 
Mary Aslamazova, Director. Classes day and evening, 
from beginners to professionals. 935 Bloor St. W. (at 
Ossington), Toronto, Ontario, M6H !LS (416) 532-
2993. 

School of Winnipeg's Contemporary Dancers 
Modern, Ballet, Creative Dance, Jazz, General, Pre
Professional, Professional Programmes. 2nd Floor, 
444 River Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3L 0C7. 
(204) 452-1239. 

Rina Singha, The Kathak Institute 
Kathak ancient classical temple and court dance of 
Northern India. Beginner and Professional research 
and conservation. Biblical and Liturgical dance perfor
mance and workshops. 173 Coxwell Ave., Toronto 
M4L 3B4, (416) 463-1710. 

Simon Fraser University Centre for the Arts 
Grant Strate-Director 
BA degree program with a dance major in an interdis
ciplinary fine and performing arts department. 
Contact Tony Besant (604) 291-3363. 

Sun Ergos, A Company of Theatre and Dance 
Dana Luebke & Robert Greenwood, Directors 2205, 

700-9th St. S. W., Calgary T2P 2BS. Tel. (403) 264-
4621. Performances-C lasses . 

Theatrebooks Limited 
25 Bloor St. W. , Toronto, Ontario, M4W 1A3. 
Canada's finest selection of Dance books. 

The School of Dance 
Celia Franca/Merrilee Hodgins/Joyce Shietze 1339 
Wellington St., Ottawa, Ont. KJY 3B8. (613) 729-
3756. Pre-Professional Programme Junior and Senior 
School. 

The School of the Toronto Dance Theatre 
80 Winchester Street, Toronto, Ontario M4X 1B2 
(416) 967-6887. 
Three- year professional training programme in mod
ern dance. Entrance by audition only. Also offering 
open classes in modern and exercises for adults and 
children. Principal: Billyann Balay. 

Tinda Holland Centre of Movement 
48 Fieldway Road, Etobicoke, Ontario MSZ 3L2 (Is
lington subway) . Ballet , pointe (Cecchetti exams), 
pre-character, tap and jazz. Martial arts program 
available on premises. 7,000 sq. ft. complex with 3 
spacious studios & shower facilities. Rentals available, 
daytime and weekends only. (416) 239-0111. 

York University: Dance Department 
Dianne L. Woodruff, Chairperson, B.A. (Hons) , 
B.F.A., (Hons) in Performance Choreography, Nota
tion, T eaching, History, Criticism, Dance Therapy; 
M .F. A. in History and Criticism. SUMMER SES
SION: Credit or non-credit. (416) 667-3243, 4700 
Keele St., Toronto, Ontario M3J 1P3. 

Classified 

3rd Annual DanCelebration 
July 29-August 9, 1985. For dancers aged nine and up. 
Tentative program of ballet, modern, jazz and tap . 
Superb residence and rural setting. Contact: DanCelc
bration, Lakeland College, Vermilion, Alta. 
T0B 4M0. (403) 853-8438. 

Concordia University 
UniversitC Concordia 
Temporary Fractional Appointment for Scholastic 
Year 85/86. 
Paste fra ctionnel temporaire pour l'annee scolastique 
85/86. 
Teaching responsibilities- 2 courses plus administra
tion . 
Charge de cours-2 cours plus tiches adrninistrati ves. 
Teaching experience necessary in Contemporary 
Technique, Creative Process, Choreography and 
Dance History. 
Experience requise cla ns l'enseignement de la tech
nique moderne, du procede de creation, de la 
choregraphie et de J'hjstoire de la danse. 
In accordance w ith Canadian immigration require
ments, this notice is directed to Canadian citizens and 
permanent residents . 
Selan les normes d'Immigration Canada, cet a vis 
s'adresse aux citoyens canadiens et aux residents per
manents. 
Applications (including curriculum vitae) to Elizabeth 
Langley, Contemporary Dance, Faculty of Fine Arts , 
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd. West, Montreal, Quebec 
H3G 1M8. 
Faire parvenir les demandes (curriculum vitae y com
pris) a Elizabeth Langley, Danse modeme, Faculte des 
Beaux-Arts, 1455 Boul. de Maisonneuve ouest, 
Montreal, Quebec H3B 1MB. 

Dance in Canada Spring 1985 





AND NOW, ENTER THE WORLD BEYOND ... 

lNGAPORE 
Enter Singapore. 

Enter, as we stretch our silvery wings 
and soar to new reaches of the world beyond. 

Enter gracefully, in the lap of exquisite 
Intercontinental service. 

Enter a new era of Air Canada's global 
presence. Enter Singapore with All the Class 
in the World. 

Toronto 

London 

Bombay 

Departing Tuesday, Thursday and 
Friday at 22:25 

Departing Wednesday, Friday and 
Saturday at 11:45 

Arriving Thursday, Saturday and 
Sunday at 1:45 

Singapore Arriving Thursday, Saturday and 
Sunday at 10:15 

Effective January 15, 1985. 

Intercontinental 
FIRST CLASS • EXECUTIVE CLASS• HOSPITALITY SERVICE 

__ All the Class in the l#Jrld __ 
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